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Pressure and Leak-Rate Tests and Models for Predicting Failure of 
Flawed Steam Generator Tubes 

by 

Saurin Majumdar, Ken Kasza, and Jeff Franklin 

Abstract

This report summarizes the models used for predicting failure pressures and leak rates in 

unrepaired steam generator tubes with axial and circumferential cracks that developed under 

normal operation and design-basis accident conditions. These models are first validated with 

failure and leak rate tests at room temperature and at 2820C on tubes with well-characterized 

rectangular EDM notches and are then applied to the failure and leak rate tests conducted on 

tubes with laboratory-generated outer-diameter stress corrosion cracks (ODSCC), which have 

highly complex morphology. A procedure for defining equivalent rectangular cracks for SCC 

cracks on the basis of Eddy Current +PointTM data is presented. Except for tests that 

exhibited time-dependent initiation and increase of leak rates, the model predictions are in 

reasonable agreement with test results. In the second half of the report, a model is presented 

for predicting failure during severe accidents of Electrosleeved* steam generator tubes with 

axial cracks in the parent tubes. The model is refined on the basis of high-temperature failure 

test results on Electrosleeved tubes with electro-discharge-machined notches. It is then used 

to predict failure of Electrosleeved tubes with cracks subjected to postulated severe accident 

transients.  

*Electrosleeve is a trademark of Ontario Hydro Technologies, Inc.
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Executive Summary 

This report covers two general topics. The first is concerned with models for predicting 
failure pressures and leak rates of unrepaired Alloy 600 steam generator tubes containing 
axial and circumferential cracks and subjected to both normal operation and design-basis 
accident conditions. The second topic is concerned with predicting failure of Electrosleeved* 
steam generator tubes with throughwall and part-throughwall axial cracks in the parent tubes 
and subjected to postulated severe accident transients. The accuracy of various predictive 
models is determined on the basis of available test data on tubes containing machined notches 
and stress corrosion cracks.  

Failure pressures, leak rates, etc., depend on the mechanical properties (primarily the 
flow stress) of the tubing. The minimum ASME code requirements for yield and ultimate 
tensile strengths of Alloy 600 steam generator tube are 35 and 80 ksi (240 and 550 MPa), 
respectively, which correspond to a minimum flow stress of 58 ksi (400 MPa). Some of the 
older steam generators may have tubes with properties close to the code minimum. The actual 
flow stress of steam generator tubes in most current plants can vary widely depending on the 
age and heat of material used. In order to compare results on one material with results on a 
different material, the effect of variations in the mechanical properties must be accounted for, 
i.e., the results must be normalized in terms of the flow stress. The analyses of the pressure 
and leak rate tests have been used to develop procedures that account for flow stress effects.  

Finite-element analyses (FEAs) were conducted for axial throughwall cracks to determine 
the crack opening area as a function of pressure and the flow stress of the material at reactor 
operating temperatures. Crack opening areas calculated by a simple model (Zahoor's model) 
as prescribed in the EPRI Ductile Fracture Handbook agreed reasonably well with the FEA 
results, as well as with measured values.  

Models for predicting the onset of crack growth and for calculating crack opening area 
and leak rate from a throughwall circumferential crack in a steam generator tube have been 
developed. Under normal operating and design-based accident conditions of pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs), plasticity is confined to the plane of the crack. However, in failure tests 
conducted in the laboratory, plasticity does spread to sections away from the crack section.  
For typical steam generator tubes containing a circumferential throughwall crack at the top of 
tube sheet, any crack •51800 does not reduce the burst pressure from the burst pressure of an 
unflawed tube. Also, tubes with throughwall cracks > 240' will behave as if they were fully 
constrained against bending and will have significantly greater failure pressures than the 
same tubes under free bending condition - a result that has been verified by tests in Europe.  
Consequently, steam generator tubes with circumferential cracks at the top of tube sheet can 
withstand much higher pressures under normal operating temperatures than those calculated 
on the basis of a simpler free-bending failure analysis. For typical PWR steam generator 
properties, the longest throughwall circumferential cracks at the top of tube sheet that are 
predicted to experience onset of crack initiation during normal operation and design basis 
accident conditions are 340' and 310', respectively. Crack opening areas during normal 
operation and design-basis accidents are small when compared with the tube cross-sectional 
area for a steam generator tube with <_ 240' throughwall cracks at the top of the tube sheet.  
The driving force for crack instability, which is negligible as long as plasticity is confined to the 

*Electrosleeve is a trademark of Ontario Hydro Technologies, Inc.
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crack plane, increases rapidly with plastic yielding away from the crack plane. However, 
failure by unstable tearing is more likely with short cracks (< 1800) than with long cracks.  

Leak rates measured at The Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility at ANL on tubes with 
machined axial throughwall notches can be predicted by the simple orifice leak-rate formula 
with a coefficient of discharge of 0.6. The difference in the leak rates at room temperature and 
at 282°C could be accounted for by the density difference of water without explicitly 
considering the details of the complicated two-phase flow. The models for crack opening area 
and leak rate have been used to develop calibration curves for converting leak rate data from 
one material to another with a different flow stress.  

An analytical procedure was developed to predict ligament failure pressure for the onset of 
large leak rates (>19 L/min [5 gpm]) in specimens with deep part-throughwall stress corrosion 
cracks at normal operating temperatures; this procedure uses an equivalent rectangular crack 
geometry from the measured pretest eddy current plus-point data. Detailed analyses of the 
tests on specimens with laboratory-grown SCC cracks show that if the pretest crack depth 
profile is reasonably uniform and deep (80-90%), as measured by eddy current plus point, a 
significant portion of the through-thickness crack tip ligament can rupture abruptly at a 
pressure that can be calculated by the ANL correlation. Posttest pictures of the OD surface did 
not reveal the presence of surface ligaments in these specimens. Effective throughwall crack 
lengths estimated by the ligament rupture model using the Eddy Current +Point data are 
reasonably close to those estimated from the leak rate data and correspond closely to a 
segment of the crack with >70% throughwall thickness. In these specimens, the leak rate 
generally increased abruptly from 0 or < 0.04 to >19 L/min (0 or < 0.01 to >5 gpm) under 
increasing pressure loading, indicating sudden rupture of the ligament, and did not increase 
under constant pressure hold subsequent to ligament rupture.  

For specimens having highly nonuniform crack tip ligament thicknesses (as measured by 
Eddy Current +Point) with predicted ligament failure pressures that are greater than our 
system capability (i.e., 2800 psi), the ligaments can fail locally during a constant pressure hold 
at a lower pressure than the predicted failure pressure. The effective throughwall crack 
lengths for these specimens can subsequently increase due to time-dependent ligament 
rupture at both room temperature and 282°C. Based on very scant data, it appears that the 
time-dependent ligament rupture process occurs at a much slower rate (hours rather than 
minutes) in the higher-strength tube obtained from Westinghouse than in the lower-strength 
heat-treated ANL tubes. Also, the time-dependent rupture process occurs more rapidly at 
282°C than at room temperature. A procedure for converting the constant pressure hold data 
on time-dependent leak rate from heat-treated tube to as-received tube must be developed in 
the future.  

In all ANI. specimens, the lengths of the throughwall segments of the cracks calculated 
from leak rate data are close to the lengths of the most open part of the cracks as evident 
visually from posttest pictures of the specimens. None of these pictures showed the presence 
of axial segments separated by ligaments. In one test, the posttest measured length of the 
throughwall segment of the crack (determined by a submerged-bubble technique) is 
reasonably close to that calculated from the measured leak rate. In contrast to those for the 
ANL specimens, the calculated throughwall crack length for the Westinghouse specimen is 
much shorter than that observed visually. However, a posttest picture of the OD surface of 
this specimen revealed at least three axial segments separated by ligaments, showing that the
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effective throughwall crack length can be seriously underestimated from the measured leak 
rate if the effects of the ligaments on the crack opening area are not taken into account.  

Under severe accident conditions, steam generator tubing can be subjected to very high 
temperatures. If other primary system components fail before the steam generator tubing 

reaches the temperature at which it will fail, the system will vent inside the containment, the 
primary system will depressurize, and the steam generator tubes will not fail. If the tubes 
reach failure before another primary system component fails, a bypass event could occur.  

Predicting failure of a complex composite structure such as an Electrosleeved steam 
generator tube under severe accident transients is a difficult problem. The Electrosleeve 
material derives its strength from its nanocrystalline grain structure. At the high 

temperatures anticipated during severe accidents, rapid grain growth occurs, resulting in a 
loss of strength. When the review of the behavior of Electrosleeve repairs at high temperatures 
was initiated, only very limited data on the strength of the Electrosleeve material at high 
temperatures were available. Therefore, analytical models were developed to predict failure.  
The available data were used to determine the parameters of the models, but no confirmatory 
test results were initially available.  

Two approaches for predicting failure of Electrosleeved tubes were developed. The first is 

an approximate analytical procedure based on a linear-damage-rule hypothesis analogous to 
that often used to analyze creep failures. The second is a more mechanistically based 

approach that accounts for the loss of flow stress due to grain growth. Initial studies showed 
the failure temperatures predicted by the two approaches were comparable, but the 
mechanistic model was used for most of the analyses.  

After the initial development of the analytical model, Framatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI) 
provided failure data from six tests on internally pressurized tubes that were subjected to a 

variety of temperature ramps simulating those expected during the most challenging severe 
accidents, i.e., "high-dry" sequences that can occur when the core melts, the primary side 
remains at high pressure, and the secondary side is depressurized. The initial comparison 
showed that the predicted failure temperatures were within 35-70'C of those observed in the 
experiments. FTI also provided 11 Electrosleeved specimens that were subsequently tested at 
ANL. The results from these tests were used to refine the input parameters used in the 
analytical model. Based on the refined model and more accurate data on the test geometries, 
the predicted failure temperatures in the FTI and ANL tests are within 15'C of the observed 
failure temperatures.  

The model predicts that Electrosleeved tubes with throughwall axial cracks < 1 in. and 
throughwall 3600 circumferential cracks in the parent tubes will survive "high-dry" transients 
based on the temperature histories for such sequences presented in NUREG-1570. Tubes with 
throughwall axial cracks of any length but with depths •80% are also predicted to survive 
these transients.
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1 Introduction 

For typical unflawed steam generator (SG) tubes made of Alloy 600, the burst pressure, 

Pb, at room temperature is = 9.4 ksi (65 MPa). However, operating experience with PWR steam 
generators in both the U.S. and abroad has shown that cracks of various morphologies can 
and do occur in steam generator tubes, starting early in life. These may be single cracks that 
are axial or circumferential, inside or outside diameter (ID or OD) initiated, part-throughwall 
or throughwall, or multiple cracks that are parallel or form a network. Tests have shown that, 
depending on the location and morphology of these cracks, the tubes can be weakened relative 
to unflawed tubes to various extents.  

Detection of cracks and assessment of leak rate and structural integrity of cracked steam 
generator tubing during normal operation and accident conditions are of interest because 
failure of the tubes, including those that have been repaired (e.g., by sleeving), could lead to 
bypass of the containment.  

The primary-to-secondary differential pressure during normal operation of PWR SGs, 
Apno, is in the range of 1.25 ksi (8.6 MPa) to 1.6 ksi (11 MPa). Degraded tubes must actually 
be capable of withstanding 3APno = 3.75 - 4.8 ksi (26 - 33 MPa) to meet requirements for 
continued operation. Hot leg temperature can range from about 305 to 330'C although most 
fall in the range of 312 to 320'C. In this temperature range, creep effects are negligible in 
Alloy 600.  

The severest design-basis accident depends on the license of the plant. Typically, main 
steam line break (MSLB) leads to a long term differential pressure of 2.56 ksi (17.7 MPa) at 
315°C. Creep effects are negligible in Alloy 600 at this temperature. For other plants there is a 
feed line break event that leads to a pressure spike of 2.65 ksi (18.3 MPa). Hence, the pressure 
differential across a SG tube wall during design basis accident condition, APMSLB, can range 
from 2.56 to 2.65 ksi (17.7 to 18.3 MPa). Degraded tubes must actually be capable of 
withstanding 1. 4 APMSLB = 3.58 - 3.71 ksi (24.7 - 25.6 MPa) to meet requirements for 
continued operation.  

Several correlations are currently available for predicting ligament rupture pressure of 
axial and circumferential part-throughwall rectangular cracks under normal operation, 
design-basis accident, and severe accident conditions. 1 -4 However, data on SG tubing are 
relatively sparse for short and deep flaws. In this report we present failure data on tubes with 
notched axial flaws, including those that are short and deep. The same data are used to 
validate the ANL ligament rupture model presented in Ref. 4.  

In contrast to rectangular machined notches, SCC cracks in operating SG tubes are 
irregularly shaped, have variable depths along their lengths and may have one or more 
through-thickness penetrations in localized regions. Instead of being a single planar crack, 
each is composed of a family of crack segments in different planes. Currently, it is not clear as 
to how much detail must be available on the complex morphology of the cracks before the 
structural integrity of the tubes can be assessed by mechanistic models. In this report, we 
present a method for handling such complex-shaped cracks, based on the concept of an 
equivalent rectangular crack that can be determined from Eddy Current +Point data.
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Severe accidents that involve significant core damage are unlikely events in nuclear 
reactors. Even in the unlikely event that such an accident occurs, in most cases any potential 

risk to the public is mitigated by the robust containment. The accident sequences that appear 
to produce the greatest risk of steam generator tube failure are those in which the reactor 
pressure vessel fails to depressurize, but depressurization does occur on the secondary side.  
Even in these cases, preliminary investigations suggest that failures are likely to occur in the 
hot-leg nozzle or the inlet surge-line nozzle, leading to depressurization of the reactor system, 
which prevents failure of steam generator tubes. 5 However, such calculations are subject to 
large uncertainties, and the NRC is pursuing additional studies to better understand the 

progression of such sequences, the temperature of the steam generator tubes during such 
accidents, and the behavior of steam generator tubes (both unrepaired and repaired) at the 
high temperatures associated with such accidents. At these high temperatures, plastic 
deformation is likely to be much more extensive than at normal reactor operating 
temperatures, and creep effects may no longer be negligible.  

Behavior of Electrosleeved* tubes during severe accident is of interest, because 
Electrosleeving can be used as a repair technique for steam generator tubes. Although the 

nanocrystalline Electrosleeve has better mechanical properties than those of Alloy 600 at 
reactor operating temperatures, it loses strength at high temperatures because of grain 
growth, which raises concern as to its integrity during severe accidents. No relevant data were 
initially available, and the NRC instructed ANL to investigate by analytical means the high
temperature behavior of Electrosleeved tubes with cracks. In this report, we present a model 
that can predict failure of Electrosleeved steam generator tubes with cracks in the parent 
tubes subjected to postulated severe accident transients. Subsequently, both Framatome 
Technologies, Inc. (FTI) and ANL conducted tests on pressurized Electrosleeved tubes with 
notches by subjecting them to postulated severe accident transients. These data were used to 

further refine the model.  

*Electrosleeve is a trademark of Ontario Hydro Technologies. Inc.
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2 Background Information 

Circumferential cracks in steam generator tubes are often detected at the top of the tube 

sheet in PWR generating plants. Circumferential cracks are of concern because of the potential 

for double-ended rupture of steam generator tubes and consequent large leaks. In addition, 

circumferential cracks are considered difficult to detect and accurately size by NDE 

techniques.  

Analytical models 6 for the failure of tubes with circumferential cracks predict that the 

pressure required to cause onset of crack extension may fall within the MSLB condition 
(17 MPa) if the tube section that contains the crack is free to bend and the crack is sufficiently 

long (>180'). It is also known that if the crack section is fully constrained against rotation, the 

failure pressures are significantly increased and cracks must be much longer (>300') for the 

onset of crack propagation to occur. In an actual steam generator, tubes are neither free to 
bend nor fully constrained. The degree of constraint on a circumferential crack at the top of 
the tube sheet depends on the span between the top of the tube sheet and the first tube 
support plate or baffle plate (15-125 cm). Recent tests on steam generator tubes have shown 
that failure pressures of laterally supported tubes can be significantly higher than those of 
tubes that are free to bend. 7 

An extensive series of tests on failure and leak rates in circumferentially flawed reactor 
coolant piping subjected to externally applied forces and moments has been conducted at 
Battelle Columbus Laboratories under the NRC-sponsored Degraded-Piping 8 and Short Cracks 

in Piping and Piping Welds Programs. 9 At the same time, finite-element analyses (FEAs) led to 

the development of the fracture-mechanics-based leak rate estimation model SQUIRT.  

A simplified stability analysis of circumferentially cracked reactor piping was presented by 

Tada et al., 10 who analyzed the pipe as a beam whose cracked section was subjected to plastic 
limit moment. A similar approach was followed by Smith to analyze failure 1 1 and leakage' 2 of 

a throughwall circumferential crack in piping. Smith 13 has emphasized the importance of the 
crack-system compliance on the onset and stability of crack extension and leakage through a 
crack. In all of these analyses, plasticity was confined to the crack section, while the rest of 
the pipe responded elastically. We use the same approach in this report to analyze the 
problem of steam generator tube failure under internal pressure loading in the absence of 
externally applied forces and moments, and we consider a case in which plastic deformation 
may spread to sections other than that of the crack.  

Prediction of failure of a complex composite material such as Electrosleeved steam 

generator tubing under severe accident transients is a difficult problem. The Electrosleeve 
material is almost pure Ni and derives its strength and other useful properties from its 
nanocrystalline grain structure, which is stable at reactor operating temperatures. However, it 

undergoes rapid grain growth at the high temperatures incurred during severe accidents, 
resulting in a loss of strength and a corresponding decrease in flow stress. The magnitude of 
this decrease depends on the time/temperature history during the accident. Low-temperature 

tensile data on the Electrosleeve material (without the tube) are available, but few tensile data 
on Electrosleeve at high temperatures in either the aged or unaged condition are available.  
Initially, the assumption was made that there were no experimental failure data available on 
Electrosleeved tube with cracks. Therefore, analytical models were exclusively relied upon to
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predict failure of the composite structure with cracks, using the available tensile data to 
determine the parameters of the models.  

Following initial modeling and analysis, Framatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI) provided 
failure data from six tests on unsleeved and Electrosleeved tubes with and without notches 
under simulated severe accident loading. In contrast to the model prediction that the 
damaging effect of notch length should level off with increasing notch length, the FTI test data 
indicated that the failure temperature of the Electrosleeved tube decreased almost linearly 
with notch length. On the other hand, the failure temperatures of the unsleeved and degraded 
tubes were predicted quite accurately by the flow stress model for Alloy 600 presented in 
Ref. 4. One of the tests was on an undegraded Alloy 600 tube and involved a long hold time at 
constant temperature - a loading history for which the flow stress model is inapplicable.  
However, the creep rupture model for Alloy 600 tubing presented in Ref. 4 predicts the failure 
time of this specimen within a factor of 2.  

Subsequent to their initial tests, FTI supplied twelve Electrosleeved tube specimens, three 
of which have 51-mm (2 in.)-long throughwall notches for testing at ANL. Eight other 
specimens were notched by electrodischarge machining (EDM) at ANL with notch lengths of 
13, 25, and 76 mm (0.5, 1, and 3 in.), all nominally 100% throughwall of the parent tube. All 
specimens were tested to failure with a temperature and pressure history that closely 
simulated those for a station blackout (SBO) with a depressurized secondary side (Case 6RU).  
This report describes the basis for the analytical models and shows how they were revised on 
the basis of the test results. Although the initial model overestimated the failure temperatures 
of the FTI tests, the failure temperatures were predicted accurately by the revised model.  
Finally, the models are used to predict failure of Electrosleeved steam generator tubing during 
postulated severe accidents.  

Two approaches were developed for predicting failure of Electrosleeved tubes, both based 
on the flow stress failure model, as discussed in Ref. 4. The first is an approximate analytical 
procedure based on a linear-damage-rule hypothesis. The second is a more mechanistically 
based approach that accounts for the loss of flow stress due to grain growth. The predicted 
failure temperatures by both approaches led to comparable results. Although the work in Ref.  
4 showed that a creep model gave a more accurate prediction of failure at high temperatures 
than did a flow stress model, insufficient data are available to do a creep analysis of the 
Electrosleeved tube at the present. However, based on comparison with limited experimental 
failure data, it is believed that in the absence of hold times at constant temperature, flow 
stress models give reasonable estimates of failure temperatures for Electrosleeved tubes with 
cracks. The predictions of the relative strength of tubes with and without repairs are probably 
more accurate than predictions of failure temperatures. The reference geometry of 
Electrosleeved tubes considered in this report is a 22-mm (7/8 in.)-diameter, 1.27-mm 
(0.050-in.)-wall-thickness Alloy 600 tubing, with a nominal 0.97-mm (0.038-in.)-thick 
Electrosleeve at the ID surface.
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3 Failure and Leak Rate Models Applicable to Normal Operation and 
Design-Basis Accident Conditions 

Flow-stress-based models are suitable for tubes with cracks operating under normal 
operation and design-basis accident conditions, because temperatures are too low for creep 
effects to occur. In the following sections, we summarize the available equations for 
calculating ligament rupture pressures, crack opening areas, and leak rates of SG tubes with 
throughwall and part-throughwall, axial and circumferential cracks.  

3.1 Axial Cracks 

3.1.1 Throughwall Axial Cracks 

The critical pressures and crack sizes for the unstable failure (rupture) of a thin-wall 
internally pressurized cylindrical shell with a single throughwall axial crack can be estimated 
with an equation originally proposed by Hahn 14 and later modified by Erdogan1 5 : 

c-h = Pb (la) Pcr =
mR m 

where: 

a= flowstress = k(Sy+Su:) (withk=0.5-0.6), (1b) 

Sy and SL = yield and ultimate tensile strengths, respectively, (ic) 

m = 0.614 + 0.481?, + 0.386exp(-1.25.), (Id) 

, = [12(l V2]4 I 1.82c (le) 

ah 
Pb = -•- = burst pressure of an unflawed virgin tubing, (i) 

R and h = mean radius and wall thickness of tube, respectively, (1g) 

v = Poisson's ratio, and (lh) 

2c = axial crack length. (li) 

The crack opening area in the Zahoor model 16 for an axial throughwall crack in a thin
walled tube is given by 

A 2rc2eVoa• / E, (2) 

where
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o = hoop stress = pR/h,

p = differential pressure across tube wall, 

E = Young's modulus, 

R and h = mean radius and thickness of tube, 

V0 = I + 0.64935V, - 8.9683x10O-3e 4 + 1.33873x10-4.16, 

e = /Rh, 

Ce 1 2Sy 

F = 1+!.2987?2 - 2.6905x10-2X 4 + 5.3549x10-47, 

- c2 / Rh, 

Sy = yield strength, and 

c = crack half length.  

The flaw opening area for an EDM notch can be estimated by adding the initial flaw area 
(= flaw length x flaw width) to the crack opening area given by Eq. 2. Crack opening areas 
calculated by Eq. 2 agree well with FEA results (Fig. 1).  

3.1.2 Part-Throughwall Axial Cracks 

A general failure criterion for predicting rupture of the crack tip ligament in a tube with a 
part-throughwall crack can be expressed as follows: 

Glig = G, (3a) 

where ulig is the average ligament stress, which for the axial crack is given by 

Glig = M a , (3b) 

where mp (which depends on the axial crack length and depth) is the ligament stress 
magnification factor, and a is the nominal hoop stress (calculated using the mean radius and 

thickness of the tube including the sleeve, if any).  

Various expressions for mp of rectangular part-throughwall axial cracks are currently 
available.1-4 For this report, we adopt the ANL correlation as described in Ref. 4 and 
reproduced below, because it provided the best correlation for the failure pressures of the tests 
conducted at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) on flawed steam generator tubes. 3' 4 

l-cx 
a 

mh (4a) p- a 

h
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(a )2(l_1 a = +.9( (1 1. (4b) 

where a is crack depth.  

Although Eqs. 3a-b and 4a-b can be used to estimate the crack tip ligament rupture 
pressure of rectangular part-throughwall cracks, they are not directly applicable to laboratory
grown and service-induced SCC cracks, which are irregular in shape and have variable depth 

along their length. Instead of being a single planar crack, they are composed of a family of 

crack segments in different planes. Local variations in crack depth and geometry are smoothed 
out in the EC measurements because the EC signals are necessarily averaged over a finite 
volume, and hence the EC data tend to show a relatively smooth variation of crack depth along 
the crack length (for example, see Fig. 2a-b). This is evidenced by the fact that although all 
the SCC specimens tested to date (including a "doped steam" cracked specimen supplied by 
Westinghouse) have shown leakage under low gas pressure before testing, the EC +Point 
method has failed to detect or identify the locations of these small pinholes. However, no 
leakage of water was detected through these cracks until much higher pressures were applied.  

Currently, there are no widely accepted models available for predicting the ligament 
failure pressure of cracks with such complex geometries. From a limit analysis viewpoint, it 
can be argued that the collapse behavior of a crack tip ligament with an irregular point-by
point variation of crack depth should be similar to that of a crack with a smoothed-out 
"average" crack depth profile. For the present, we assume that the average profile measured 
by the EC +Point method is the one that is relevant for limit analysis. With this assumption, 
although the real crack may have short throughwall segments at a number of locations, from 
the viewpoint of plastic collapse of the ligament, the tube behaves as if it has a smoothly 
varying average ligament thickness (or crack depth) profile.  

Since the measured crack depth profile by eddy current plus point is generally not 
rectangulat (e.g., see Fig. 2a), the procedure described below was used to establish the length 
and depth of an equivalent rectangular crack.* 

(1) Choose a crack depth do and assume that any crack segment with depth d < d. does 
not reduce the crack tip ligament rupture pressure of the tube (Fig. 2a) and can be ignored. In 
other words, replace the original crack depth profile by a new crack depth profile in which any 
crack segment with depth d<do is replaced by d = 0 (Fig. 2b). The7 choice of do fixes the 
candidate equivalent rectangular crack length (Lo).  

(2) The depth of the candidate equivalent rectangular crack is determined by equating its 
area to the area under the newly defined crack depth profile in step 1 (Fig. 2b). For example, in 
Figs. 2a-b, the choice of d, = 50% fixes the length and depth of the candidate equivalent 
rectangular crack at 9 mm (0.35 in.) and 70%, respectively.  

*Similar equivalent rectangular crack approaches have been used by others, e.g., see Report by Aptech 

Engineering Services, Inc., in Docket No. 50-361, Steam Generator Run Time Analysis for Cycle 9, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2, September 25, 1997.
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(3) Generate a series of candidate equivalent rectangular cracks by parametrically varying 
do and use the ANL correlation (Eqs. 3a-b and 4a-b) for calculating the ligament rupture 
pressures for all the candidates (Fig. 3).  

(4) The equivalent rectangular crack corresponds to the crack with the lowest ligament 
rupture pressure (in Fig. 3, this equals 30 MPa (4.4 ksi), which corresponds to an equivalent 
crack length and depth of 9 mm (0.35 in.) and 70%, respectively).  

Generally, a few trials for do were sufficient for cracks with relatively uniform ligament 
thickness as in specimen SGL-177 (Fig. 2a). This procedure can be automated by 
systematically choosing various candidate equivalent crack lengths Lo (instead of do), 
superimposing each crack length on the crack depth profile, and determining candidate 
equivalent crack depths by equating areas as before. The length of the equivalent rectangular 
crack, which corresponds to the minimum ligament rupture pressure, is used as an estimate 
for the length of the throughwall segment of the crack after ligament rupture.  

3.2 Circumferential Cracks 

3.2.1 Throughwall Circumferential Cracks 

Failure loads of tubes with a single circumferential crack critically depend on the bending 
constraint imposed externally on the tubes. The two extreme cases are the free-bending case 
and the fully constrained case. In reality, steam generator tubes are partially constrained 
against bending by tube support plates.  

3.2.1.1 Free Bending Case 

Failure loads for tubing with through-wall circumferential cracks can also be calculated 
by plastic limit load (collapse) analyses, which were based on earlier work by Kanninen et al. 17 

and are described by Ranganath and Mehta. 6 For an unconstrained (free-to-bend) tube with a 
through-wall crack of angular length 20 and no applied primary bending stress, the critical 
failure pressure is 

Per = 2h 0 _ 2(5a) 

where the angular location of the neutral axis is given by 

P= sin-'sin-0. (5b) 

3.2.1.2 Fully Constrained Case 

Equation 5a is applicable to one extreme case, where the tube is completely free to bend.  
In the opposite extreme case of total constraint against bending, a criterion based on 
maximum shear stress in the net section, as proposed by Cochet et al., 1 8 can be used to 
calculate the instability limit pressure:
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2(y 2 - 1)(n - 0)a (6a) 
Pr -: 27 + (n - 0)(y 2 

- 1)' 

where 

= Ro (6b) 

Ri 

where Ro and Ri are the outer and inner radius, respectively. Equation 6c, which is a thin

shell uniaxial approximation to Eq. 6a, is often used to predict failure of steam generator tubes 

that are fully constrained against bending: 

2h h(1 (6 
Pcr R -- c- 1 - (60 

In reality, the tube support plates offer significant but not total restraint against bending, a 

circumstance that tends to increase the failure pressure to somewhere between those 

predicted by Eq. 5a and those of Eqs. 6a (or 6c).  

3.2.1.3 Partially Constrained Case 

Considcir a tube of mean radius R, wall thickness h, and length L, containing a 

throughwall circumferential flaw of angular length 20 at any axial location. The tube can be 

subjected to various edge conditions. For example, the tube may be clamped at one end 

(simulating the tubesheet) and simply supported at the other end (simulating the first tube 

support plate). Figure 4 shows such a tube with the crack located at the top of tube sheet.  

Under internal pressure loading, finite-element analysis shows that a tube in the configuration 

of Fig. 4 deforms as shown in Fig. 5 with a definite crack flank rotation and crack tip opening 

displacement. In this report, limit load analysis will be used to estimate failure pressure of 

tubes made of ductile materials like Alloy 600.  

We assume that the tube is thin and is under internal pressure loading only (no 

constraint on axial deformation of the tube), and that the onset of crack extension occurs after 

the attainment of the limit state. The last assumption is valid provided that the Battelle 

Screening Criterion 19 ic satisfied, i.e., 

F-8i 1< •_1 (7) 

where 8, is the critical crack tip opening displacement. Thus, for alloy 600 steam generator 

tubing with E = 30,000 ksi, T = 70 ksi, R=0.4 in., and 20= 270', 5, > 0.004 in., which is 

generally satisfied by all ductile alloys.
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The stress distribution through the section containing the crack at the limit-state is 
shown in Fig. 6. We further assume that plastic deformation is limited to only the section 
containing the crack while the rest of the tube responds elastically.  

The bending moment (about the tube centerline) and axial force equilibria of the stress 
distribution of the limit-state (Fig. 6) give the following: 

ML= 4aR2hlI sin 0- sinl) (8a) 

and 

7 t-e0 P _ -0 TpR (8b) 
2 4aRh 2 4(Th 

or 

p _PR _ 2 1 -_ )_4P__8c 

Pb ýih 7E X 

where P defines the location of the plastic neutral axis, p is the internal pressure, Pb is the 
burst pressure of an unflawed tube.  

Plasticity Confined to Crack Section. Denoting the calculated bending moment (positive 
counterclockwise in Fig. 4) in an undefected tube at the crack location (z=O) by M (for internal 
pressure loading, M=0) and by considering the equilibrium of the bending moment in the 
elastic part of the tube just to the left of the crack section with the limit moment acting on the 
crack section (see Fig. 4), 

M = -ML + 3EI_ = 0, (9a) 
L 

where I is the bending moment of inertia (tRah], and 0 is the rotation at the cracked section 
due to crack opening (Fig. 4). Equation 9a is applicable for the configuration shown in Fig. 4.  
It can be generalized for any set of edge conditions and crack locations by using an effective 
length Le. The generalized version of Eq. 9a is as follows: 

M = -ML + ELI = 0. (9b) 
Le 

Relationships betwee-i L and Le for several crack locations and edge conditions are given in 
Table 1. The plastic rotation 0, about the neutral axis at the onset of crack extension is related 
to the critical crack tip opening displacement 5, by the expression 

ý 8C (10) 
R(cos[P + cose) 

Combining Eqs. 8a, 9b, and 10 at the point of crack initiation,
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(11 a)
(- -sin 0 - sin P)(cos P + cos 0) - c = 0,

where 

=Ec (1 lb) 
4 Le.  

Equation 1 la can be solved for the critical value c= 1c which when substituted in Eq. 1 lb 

gives the crack initiation pressure Pc. Note that the equation for the free-bending case can be 

obtained by setting Le = -, i.e., c=O in Eq. 1 la.  

The onset of crack extension can also be expressed in terms of the critical value of the 

plastic component of the deformation J integral Jp which, for the bending case, is defined in 

terms of the plastic rotation o as follows: 

Jp f a) 0doP', (12) 

where A 2Rh6. In the context of limit analysis J = Jp and M = ML as given in Eq. 8a.  

Differentiating Eq. 8a with respect to 0 and noting from Eq. 8b that at constant rotation, i.e., 

at constant pressure, 

a = _1 
Do 2 

J = RaJ 0f (cos [ + cos 0)do = Ra(cos P + cos 0). (13) 

Thus, the critical plastic rotation is given in terms of the critical J integral J, as follows: 

Jc= c (14a) 

= RG(cos 3 + cos 0)" 

Comparing Eqs. 10 and 14a, we recover the familiar equation 

Jc = 68c" (14b) 

The toughness parameter c is related to the fracture toughness parameter Kjc (Kjc = 4F-Jc) by 

(using Eqs. 1 lb and 14b) 

c = 3c (KJc )2 (14c) 

A plot of the fracture toughness Kjc versus the critical crack tip opening displacement is 

shown in Fig. 7. For ductile alloys, the critical crack tip displacement is somewhere in the 
range of 0.03 in. - 0.1 in.
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Unstable failure need not necessarily be associated with onset of crack extension. If the 
crack is to be unstable at onset of crack extension under constant loading, the following 
condition must be satisfied (by using Eq. 9b): 

dM dML ElI< 0  (15) 
do~C1) Le 

with dML being measured at the onset of crack extension. Eq. 15 can be expressed in terms do 
of the familiar tearing modulus by first differentiating Eq. 13 with respect to e, 

dJ = aJ +J do R= -+sin0-2sin s (16aP 
dO~ aBaodO 2 d e j 

and then solving 

dJ sin0- 2sinl 
d_ - dO cos + cos (I6b) 
dO Ra(cosP + cose0) 

Differentiating Eq. 8a with respect to 0, using Eq. 16b, and rearranging, we obtain the 
condition of instability as 

2L c)2 F sin 0 - sin E dJ (cosp+cOSe - 2 > J (17a) (2R R2 cosfp+cose -2 da 

where a is the crack length (Rde = da). We can identify the left-hand-side of Eq. 17a as the 
applied tearing modulus, TApp, and the condition of instability can be written as 

sin - -sin B 
TAP =_Le (CO +CO92 _ EJ 2 

P-- R&2 COSg+COSe 

E dJ 
>-- = I MAT" (7b) 

Note that Eq. 17b is the same as that given by Smith.1 1 For ductile materials with high crack 
growth resistance, the J-term is usually negligible. In such cases, we can simplify Eq. 17b as 

TAPP = C (cos 3 + cos 0)2 > TMAT . ( 17c) 
itR 

For many ductile alloys, TMAT = 200.  

Onset of yielding away from the crack plane can be calculated by using the current model 
and assuming a loading path consisting of first applying the membrane stresses due to 
pressure, keeping the bending stresses at zero, and then applying the bending stresses while
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holding the membrane stresses constant. Although the axial bending analysis in the current 

model is uniaxial, the axial yield stress Sy is adjusted to account for the biaxial stress effect by 

assuming it vary with the hoop stress Ch as follows (Fig. 8a): 

GY - a for Oh -< •y fSy =o (18) 
2! for ah > GY 

where a• is the virgin uniaxial yield stress. If we denote the bending moment to cause first 

yielding in an uncracked section just adjacent to the cracked section by My, 

My= Syl (19a) 
R 

and Eq. 8a can be written in a nondimensional form as follows: 

ML- 4  1 IlsinOsinK). (19b) MY Ic SY ( 

Thus, the condition for first yielding in an undefected section just adjacent to the cracked 

section by bending is: 

MLy= 4ý4 sin 0 - sin =1. (20a) 

Noting that yielding of the undefected tube section can occur by either axial bending or 

yielding in the hoop direction by membrane hoop stress, we see that the pressure to cause 

first yielding (denoted by py) is the lesser of the following two: 

2 - 8 (lsinO_ sin 
Py a I-(2 (20b) 

Pb GL 

Since P is a function of pressure (Eq. 8b), Eq. 20b must be solved numerically. A plot of 

the pressure to first yield versus crack length is shown in Fig. 8b for various values of yield to 

flow stress ratios.  

To provide a basis for comparison with the analytical models, an incremental elastic

plastic FEA using a multilinear kinematic hardening rule was conducted for a tube (L/R=60, 

simply supported at one end and clamped at the other) with a 2400 throughwall 

circumferential crack at the clamped end under internal pressure loading. The assumed 

stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 9. The difference between kinematic and isotropic 

hardening rules should be small for the near-radial loading path used for the problem at hand.  

Comparisons of the variation of the crack section rotation and support reaction with pressure 

are shown in Figs. lOa-b, respectively. The slight discrepancy between the FEA results and 

the model predictions at low pressures are due to neglect of elastic deformation in the model.  

However, the FEA results diverge from the model calculations significantly as the pressure
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exceeds approximately one-half of the unflawed tube burst pressure. This is because at these 
higher pressures, tube sections away from the crack plane experience significant plastic 
deformation, which is assumed to be negligible in the model. Note that with ay/G =0.5, the 
analytical model predicts (Fig. 8b) onset of yielding in a tube containing a 2400 crack at P/Pb 
=0.43, which agrees very well with the FEA result (Fig. 10a). Thus, the limit of applicability of 
the current model depends on the crack angle, as well as on the strain-hardening behavior 
(ar/a) of the material (Fig. 8b).  

Plasticity Allowed to Occur Away from Crack Section. When plasticity spreads to sections 
other than that containing the crack, Eq. 9a is no longer applicable and a new nonlinear 
relationship between bending moment and rotation must be derived. A material with a power
law hardening stress-strain curve is considered: 

- for 7O:Y G 

<t - in- (21I) E y-Gy fo r (T > cy y 

We continue to assume that the section containing the crack is at plastic limit state with flow 
stress H, the assumption being that the crack section experiences extensive plastic 
deformation long before any plastic yielding occurs away from the crack section.  

To keep the analysis tractable for the current analytical model, we make a simplifying 
assumption that the stresses and total deformation at any pressure can be obtained by 
considering a nonradial loading path, consisting of first loading radially to the final pressure 
(hoop to axial membrane stress ratio of 2 to 1) at zero axial bending stress and then applying 
the axial bending stresses while holding the pressure-induced membrane stresses constant 
(Fig. 11). This assumption allows us to use the same yield surface (Eq. 18, Fig. 8a) for all axial 
locations and to obtain an analytical solution for the bending problem. The relatively good 
agreement between the model prediction and the FEA results, to be discussed later, shows 
that this assumption is probably reasonable as long as no unloading or reversed yielding 
occurs.  

With the above assumptions, we determine a relationship between the bending moment 
and rotation in the elastic-plastic regime by a detailed analysis of axial bending of the tube 
subjected to an end moment Mo at a constant internal pressure p. For p>py, a length of the 
tube extending from z = 0 to z = zy will deform plastically, while the rest of the beam L>z>zy 
will remain elastic. The stress distribution in a plastically deforming section is shown in Fig.  
12. At every section, there will be an elastic core extending from 0 = -Py to 0 = Py, with Py 
ranging from N = fo at z = 0 to N = nt/2 at z = Zy.  

By stress integration and using the definition of zy, the bending moment at any section is 
given by 

M 2 r lsin2•y +4±•l 2 sinm+l OdO L-z (22) 
MY snsin y 2Y )lTy sin Py) dy L-zy( 

where My corresponds to the bending moment at first yield away from crack section.
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Differentiating Eq. 22 and solving,

d•_ _y = I l (23) 

dz (L- zy) f(y)' ( 

where 

f(py) = 2 P33 - Y2 sin 2py m (24) 
7c sin yy tan+P sinm py tany)2 

Im= f sinm+lede. (25) 

Py 

The equation for bending is given by 

d2 w Cy (26a) 
dz2 sin 1y' 

where w is the transverse deflection and 

C My _Sy (26b) 
Y- E ER 

Making a transformation of independent coordinate from z to Py with the help of Eq. 23, 

dw I 1 1 dw (27a) 
dz (L - Zy) f(py) dpy 

and 

d2w 1 ] 1 d f1dw 

-z2 = ]Zy2 f(Py) dPy P y ] (27b) 

KY - Ky 

sin Py 

Integrating Eq. 27b from 03 = Po (i.e., z 0) to P = x/2 (i.e., z = Zy), and denoting the slope at z = 

o by 40, 

Z=Zy --cy (L -- ) o f(y)y dpy. (28a) 

In a similar fashion,
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(28b)(PY) 2 f(Y f(Py) Pdy Z=Z Do ~~sin Py vy 0 f snP Y 

The slope and displacement at z = Zy from the elastic part of the beam are

dw 
dz Z=Zy

_ My(L-Zy)+el 

2EI

and

y- 6E (L-y)2 -oC,(L-zy), 
Where C -i 6EI 

where C 1 is an arbitrary constant. Combining Eqs. 29a and 29b,

L-zY)d y + wzy = (L -zy) 2.  
dzýy3

Satisfying continuity of slope and displacement at z = Zy, using Eq. 29c, and solving gives 

_oMo -_3I1 +312+1 

OyMy 1+13 

where

(29b)

(29c)

(30)

(29a)

M y 7sin [o
0 2 + 1sino) f 2sinm+1odO

y=Lc=MyL ýy I LKy =-M , 

C f(_ 3E1' 

I1 = sin Py y 

12 f y f(PY) 
I = 1o f(y sin fydPYdy

(31a) 

(31b) 

(31c) 

(31 d)

and

(31e)

We can represent the rotation in terms of a function G of the bending moment as follows, with 
the exponent m as a parameter,
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4 = 0)yG(y- ;m). (32a) 

A plot of the calculated end rotation versus the applied moment is shown in Fig. 13a. The 

function G can be represented by a cubic polynomial of the bending moment (see Fig. 13a): 

;x for x< 1 (32b) 
G(x) = A+Bx+Cx2 +Dx 3 forx>l.  

Equation 9a can be generalized for the elastic-plastic case as follows: 

ML + G- (33a) 
My 0 

or, alternatively 

OyG M4 ~(~) (33b) 

Figure 13b shows a plot of crack section rotation with pressure for a tube (L/R=60, simply 

supported at one -nd and clamped at the other) with a 2400 throughwall circumferential crack 
at the clamped end under internal pressure loading and using a power-law hardening stress

strain curve (Fig. 9). As expected, the model that allows for plasticity to occur away from crack 
plane fits the FEA data better than that in which plasticity is confined to the crack plane 

(Fig. 10a).  

Combining Eqs. 33b and 10, at the point of crack initiation, 

(cos P, + cosO)G DAL, - 3Ec - 3iFE-c 4a 
DMy) LS y 4L n S 

4c a (34a) 
SS Sy 

where ML/My is given by Eq. 19b, c is defined in Eq. 1 lb, and Eq. 18 can be rewritten as 
follows: 

Sy -Yb P for -< <y 

a 2Pb Pb -- (34b) 
(Y P ~fo r P > aY.  

I 2 Pb Pb C 

Equation 34a can be solved for the critical value f= c, which when substituted in Eq. 8b, 
gives the crack initiation pressure Pc.  

Onset of crack extension can also be expressed in terms of the critical value Jc of the 

plastic component of the deformation J integral Jp, and Eqs. 12, 13, and 14a-b still hold.
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Proceeding as before, if the crack is to be unstable at onset of crack extension under 
constant loading, the following condition must be satisfied (using Eq. 33a): 

dM_ dML 3EI dG j dML 3EI I d_. _ d- + _ d + 1 <0, (35) 
d do L 0 do L dG( M 

Y M=ML 

where dML is measured at the onset of crack extension. Using Eqs 16a and 16b and following 
dw 

the procedure that was used to derive Eq. 17b, the condition for unstable failure is 

2L d(c M-) sin0- s-n s 
P 3R d(j M) R&2 cosP+cos6 

yy M=ML 

E dJ 
=-2 da - TMAT "(36) 

cy da 

Variation of the normalized failure pressure (onset of crack extension) with crack angle is 
shown in Fig. 14a for various values of c when plasticity is confined to the crack plane. A 
conservative value of c for an Alloy 600 steam generator tube in a PWR is 0.2; more typically, it 
would be in the range of 0.5-1. Figure 14a shows that all such tubes would behave as if fully 
constrained. Thus, the burst pressure of a tube with a throughwall crack of •<180° is the same 
as the burst pressure of an unflawed tube. Also shown in Fig. 14a are the expected 
differential pressures during normal operation and design-basis accident conditions. The 
maximum throughwall crack lengths that will not propagate during normal operation and 
design-basis accidents in PWRs are 3400 and 3150, respectively. Note that a free-bending 
assumption would be much more conservative, because the corresponding allowable crack 
lengths would be 225' and 200'.  

Similar variation of the normalized failure pressure with crack angle is shown in Fig. 14b 
for the case when plastic yielding is allowed to occur away from the crack plane. Because the 
value of c is in the range of 0.5-1, the occurrence of plasticity away from the crack plane is not 
a concern in PWRs. However, laboratory leak rate and failure tests on circumferentially 
cracked tubes, such as those reported in Ref. 20, generally involve significant plastic 
deformation away from the crack plane. In Ref. 20, failure curves based on tests that were 
performed on circumferentially cracked steam generator tubes are similar to those in Fig. 14b.  
Note that the minimums observed in the failure curves in Fig. 14a are generally absent in 
Fig. 14b.  

The calculated tearing-modulus-vs.-pressure plot (Fig. 15) shows a marked increase in 
tearing modulus with pressure for shorter cracks (51800), indicating that the driving force for 
crack instability, which is negligible as long as plasticity is confined to the crack plane, 
increases rapidly with plastic yielding away from the crack plane. This is to be expected
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because the loss of bending stiffness of the tube with plastic yielding produces a higher elastic 
follow-up, which causes the tube to behave like one with a much longer effective span.  
However, even with the enhanced values of TApp, tubes with longer cracks (Ž2400) may not fail 
by unstable tearing at the onset of crack extension (TMAT for ductile alloys such as Alloy 600 is 
typically =200) and will very likely fail by plastic collapse after some stable crack growth.  
Because at values of c that are typical for steam generator tubes (0.5 to 1), the pressure for 
onset of crack extension (Fig. 14b) is already close to the pressure that corresponds to the fully 
constrained case, the extent of stable crack growth should be small.  

3.2.1.4 Crack Opening Area 

Because in the current model, we assume rigid-perfectly plastic behavior of the crack 
section, the crack remains closed (i.e., crack opening area (COA) = 0) until the section 
containing the crack reaches the limit state, i.e., pressure exceeds the critical pressure for an 
unconstrained tube. After the crack section reaches the limit state, the bending moment 
acting on it can increase (along with flexing of the tube) by a shift of the plastic neutral axis 
(i.e., decreasing P) until [ = 0, at which point the crack section behaves as if fully constrained 
and the maximum pressure capability, which corresponds to net section yielding, is achieved.  
If the critical crack tip opening displacement is not exceeded and there is no crack extension, 
the COA can be calculated from the rotation 0 and crack size by solving 

A= 2R2J (cos [ + cos a)da = 2R0(o cos [3+ sin 0) . (37a) 

At the point of crack initiation, = 0, and [ = [P, which when substituted into Eq. 37a, and 
with the aid of Eq. 10, gives 

A = AC = 2RSC (0 cos Pc + sin (37b) 
(cos PC +cos 0) 

To obtain the COA over the full pressure range from zero to failure pressure, the COA due 
to the elastic and elastic-plastic deformation of the crack section prior to reaching the limit 
state must be included. We used the Paris/Tada model2 1 for this purpose. Being restricted to 
small scale yielding, this model nicely complements the current model which is applicable 
after the crack section reaches plastic limit state. The COA in the small pressure regime below 
the range of applicability of the current model can be calculated by using the following 
equation due to Paris and Tada: 

A = R--2 B, (38a) 
E 

where 

B = e + 0.16ke for 0 _e < (38b) 
10.02 + 0.81 e 2 + 0.30Xe 3 + 0.03Xe 4 for 1 < Xe < 5 

Xe = Oe(R 5 (38c)
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O= _01 + Fm2P 2 R 2 / (8h2ay2)] (38d) 

m = 1 + 0. 1501)ý1*5 for 2 (38e) Fm (38e) 
= 0. 8875 + 0.2625X for2 X:5 

X = O( ). (38f) 

It should be noted that the Paris/Tada model is restricted to small-scale yielding (X_<5) and 
does not account for the bending effects that become important at pressures that induce large
scale plasticity in the crack plane. As a result, the COA calculated by this model is 
independent of the span of the tube or support conditions.  

Crack opening areas for a 240' crack, calculated by the current model and by the 
Paris/Tada model, are shown in Fig. 16. It is assumed that onset of crack extension does not 
occur before maximum pressure is reached. In Fig. 16, the curve labeled L = - corresponds to 
the free-bending case, whereas the curve labeled L = 0 corresponds to the fully constrained 

case. Results from the Paris/Tada model, which is restricted to small-scale yielding in the 

crack plane and is independent of the span L, are plotted up to pressure levels significantly 
above the range of applicability. It is evident that lateral restraint to bending significantly 
reduces the COA when compared with the tube cross-sectional area, even under a design
basis accident condition (P/Pb = 0.25).  

3.2.2 Part-Throughwall Circumferential Cracks 

Consider a tube with mean radius R and wall thickness h and containing either two 

symmetrical part-through circumferential cracks (Fig. 17a) or a single part-through 

circumferential crack (Fig. 17b) of angular length 20 and depth a. At low temperatures, where 

creep effects are negligible, the ligament failure pressure (Psc) is generally expressed in terms 

of a stress magnification factor (mp) by equating the magnified axial stress in the ligament to 

the flow stress, 

pscR -a. (39) 
Glig = mp 2h 

Failure pressure for circumferentially cracked tubes, i.e., the value of the magnification 

factor mp, depends strongly on the degree of restraint the tubes are subjected to against 

bending. The two extreme cases, i.e., the free-bending case and the completely constrained 

case are relatively easy to analyze. Generally, steam generator tubes are sufficiently 

constrained laterally that failure loads are expected to be much closer to the completely 

constrained case than the free-bending case. The discussion here assumes that the tubes are 

either completely constrained or are completely free to bend.  

3.2.2.1 Fully Constrained Case 

The fully constrained case also includes the case for an unrestrained tube that contains 

two symmetrical cracks (Fig. 17a). In this situation, the whole section that contains the crack 

(or cracks) is subjected to axial tensile stress, with the ligament (or ligaments) subjected to
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stress intensification. If the average stress in the ligament (or ligaments) is expressed as 1/m 
times the average stress in the rest of the section that contains the crack (or cracks), the 
average ligament axial stress (olig) can be calculated from a simple equilibrium of axial forces, 

pR 1a) Glig =2hm [m + ) a )] 

where 

If a single crack 
{2 for two symmetrical cracks.  

If we define mp as the ratio of the average ligament axial stress and the average axial 
stress in the unflawed tube, mp is given by 

1 

Ml" (40b) 

Originally, Kurihara et al.2 2 used the empirically obtained expression 

m = 1 - (a.)--) (41) 

(with n = 1).  

Although Kurihara ct al.2 2 recommended values of K = 2 and g = 0.2 for the exponents, the 
results are almost indistinguishable from those obtained by using ic = 3 and g = 0.3. Because 
the behavior of Eq. 41 is not correct (i.e., m does not tend to 0) when a/h tends to I for all 0, it 
was modified to have the same form as in the case of axial cracks, i.e., 

a 
1--M= h ,(42a) 

Nh 

where 

N = 1+ , y (42b) 

and X. and y are fitting parameters.  

Both the failure modes and moments of the original set of test data from four-point 
bending failure tests on pressurized part-through circumferentially cracked Type 304 stainless 
steel pipes at room temperature (used by Kurihara et al.2 2) can be predicted somewhat better 
by the current model with X. = 0.2 and y = 0.2 than by the Kurihara model (see Figs. 18a and
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b). This approach led to reasonable predictions of failure temperatures of tubes with two 

symmetrical part-through circumferential notches subjected to high temperature ramps.4 

3.2.2.2 Free-Bending Case 

Figure 17b shows that in the free-bending case, part of the section that contains the 

crack will generally be subjected to compressive stress. As a result, Eq. 39a must be replaced 

by 

pR m (43a) C7ig= -2hi [(I• (n•)(I a ' 

n h 

where the angle P3 that defines the location of the neutral axis is given by 

=sin-4{snO1I_ 1 l _ a)] for • n - 0, (43b) 

and Eq. (40b) must be replaced by 

MP _ ( 2Rý 1 (43c) 

[tmt~l - -1) + -n)( _- m)]j 

with m and N defined by Eqs. 42a and 42b, respectively. This approach led to reasonable 

predictions of failure temperatures of free-to-bend tubes with a part-through circumferential 

notch subjected to high temperature ramps. 4 

3.2.2.3 Partially Constrained Case 

Although a detailed analysis comparable to that presented in Subsection 3.2.1.3 has not 

been carried out for the part-throughwall crack, it is expected that for typical steam generators 

in PWRs, tubes with part-throughwall circumferential cracks at the top of tube sheet will 

behave as if they were fully constrained against bending.  

3.3 Leak Rate Model 

Leak rate tests on 7/8-in. (22 mm)-diameter Alloy 600 tubes containing throughwall axial 

EDM notches and SCC cracks are being conducted on both as-received and heat-treated 

materials. The heat treatment, which is used to accelerate production of stress corrosion 

cracks in the laboratory, requires a solution treatment at 1 100'C followed by a sensitizing 

treatment at 7000C, which reduce the yield strength of the tube from 43 to 26 ksi (300 to 

180 MPa). Such a reduction in yield strength will have a significant influence on the crack 

opening area and, hence, on the leak rate. Therefore, we will first investigate the predictive 

capability of the standard smooth orifice leak rate equation for the leak rate tests conducted 

on as-received and heat-treated specimens with EDM notches.  

The formula used to calculate the volumetric leak rate Q is
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Q 0.6A -p (44a) 

or, using conventional units, 

Q = 180.2A (44b) 

where A is the flaw opening area in in. 2 , Ap is the pressure differential across the tube wall in 
psi, and p is the density (62.4 lb/ft3 [1000 kg/m 3 ] at RT and 45.9 lb/ft3 1735 kg/m 3 ] at 

282°C). In contrast to a circular hole, whose area remains relatively constant under 

increasing pressure, the area of a crack or a notch increases with pressure and must be taken 
into account when calculating the leak rate. Crack opening areas were calculated by the 

Zahoor model, which is described in Subsection 3.1.1.
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4 Pressure and Leak Rate Tests 

The Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility at ANL is being used to obtain data on failure 
pressures, failure modes, and leak rates of flawed SG tubes at temperatures up to 343°C 

(650'F), pressures of up to 21 MPa (3000 psi), and pressurized-water flow rates of up to 
1520 L/min (400 gpm).2 3 Reference 23 includes a brief description of the facility. A second 
High-Pressure (room-temperature water) Test Facility with a working pressure of 52 Mpa 
(7.5 ksi) and a maximum sustainable flow rate of up to 47.5 L/min (12.5 gpm) has also been 

constructed. Specimens with short notches and stress corrosion cracks that cannot be tested 
to unstable burst in the Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility are tested to unstable burst in 
the High Pressure Test Facility using an internal bladder.  

4.1 Tests on Machined (EDM) Notches 

The purpose of these tests is to fill in the gaps in the existing data base, which is relatively 
sparse in short and deep flaws, and to validate the ANL ligament rupture criterion for both 
short and long flaws with various depths. Pressure and leak rate tests were conducted at room 
temperature and 282°C on specimens with machined (EDM) notches of lengths ranging from 
6 mm (0.25 in.) to 38 mm (1.5 in.). Notch depth ranged from 100% throughwall to 90, 80 and 
60% part-throughwall. To determine the effect of heat treatment (used to produce stress 
corrosion cracks in the laboratory) on failure pressure and leak rate, notched specimens were 
tested in as-received and heat-treated conditions. A few tests with two axially aligned notches 
were also conducted. A summary of all tests completed to date on notched specimens is given 
in Table 2. Note that the last seven tests in Table 2 were conducted at the High Pressure Test 
Facility and include specimens with relatively short and deep notches. Additional tests with 
short and deep notches and multiple notches will be carried out in the future.  

4.1.1 Predicted Failure Pressures 

Failure pressures are predicted by using Eqs. 4a and la for ligament rupture of part
throughwall cracks and unstable burst of throughwall cracks, respectively. Based on limited 
tensile tests, the flow stress properties for the as-received and heat treated materials are 
determined from the stress-strain curves in Fig. 19a. Note that the heat-treatment reduces 
the yield strength of the as-received material from 300 MPa (43 ksi) to 180 MPa (26 ksi). The 
corresponding reduction in the ultimate tensile strength is much less - from 675 MPa (98 ksi) 
to 600 MPa (87 ksi). Overall, the heat treatment causes a 20% reduction in flow stress at room 
temperature, from 535 MPa (78 ksi) to 430 MPa (62 ksi). Reduction of flow stress with 
temperature was estimated from INEEL rod data, as indicated in Fig. 19b. There is an =10% 
reduction in flow stress from room temperature to 282°C.  

A comparison of predicted versus observed failure pressures for the as-received material 
at room temperature is shown in Fig. 20a. Note that the ligament rupture pressures for the 
80% part-throughwall notches are predicted reasonably well. The ligament rupture pressure of 
the 90% deep, 9 mm (0.36 in.) long flaw is slightly greater than that predicted, while that of 
the 6 mm (0.25 in.) long flaws is predicted reasonably well. Additional tests with short and 
deep flaws are planned for the future. Specimens (80% deep 38 mm [1.5 in.] long and 60% 
deep 6 mm [0.25 in.] long notches) for which the ligament rupture pressures are greater than 
the unstable burst pressures for the corresponding 100% throughwall flaws did fail by 
unstable burst on ligament rupture, as predicted by the model. The 80% deep 6, 12.5 and
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19 mm (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 in.) long flaws and 90% deep 6 mm (0.25 in.) long flaw remained 

stable after ligament rupture and needed additional pressurization for an unstable burst to 

occur, also as predicted by the model. The burst pressures of 100% throughwall flaws, as well 

as those for which the ligament rupture pressures are lower than the burst pressures of 

corresponding throughwall flaws, were predicted reasonably well. Most specimens with the 

shorter flaws will be tested to unstable bursts in the High Pressure Test Facility.  

A similar plot (Fig. 20b) for the heat-treated material shows that the reduction in failure 

pressure for the 38 mm (1.5 in.) flaw is consistent with the 20% loss in flow stress. Although 

the number of tests at 2820C with no observed failure are rather limited, the tests to date are 

not inconsistent with predictions (Fig. 21).  

Predictive models for multiple notches or cracks are not currently available and will be 

developed in the future.  

4.1.1.1 Correction Factor for Ligament Rupture and Tube Burst Pressures 

All failure tests on laboratory-grown stress corrosion cracks at ANL are being conducted 

on Alloy 600 tubes that have been subjected to prior annealing and sensitizing heat 

treatments. The yield and flow stresses of these heat-treated tubes are considerably lower 

than those of the as-received tubes (Fig. 19a). The room-temperature flow stress of our as

received Alloy 600 tube is about 20% greater than that of the sensitized tube, which is 

consistent with the difference in failure pressures between tests on as-received and heat

treated tubes. Thus, a correction factor of 1.2 should be applied to either the ligament failure 

pressure or unstable burst pressure of the heat-treated tube to obtain that of the as-received 

7/8-in.-diameter tube. Until flow stress data at high temperature are available, the same 

correction factor should also be applied at 282°C.  

4.1.2 Predicted Leak Rates 

The leak rates were predicted using Eq. 44a-b, with Eq. 2 used for COA. A comparison 

between predicted and observed leak rates at room temperature for a 1 in. (25 mm) EDM 

notch in an as-received tube is shown in Fig. 22a. This specimen was depressurized after 2 ksi 

(13.8 MPa), and the residual crack opening displacement and crack opening area were 

measured. Subsequently, it was repressurized and tested to failure. The measured and 

calculated COAs were used to predict the leak rates, which agree remarkably well with the 

observed leak rates (Fig. 22a).  

Calculated and observed leak rates at room temperature for a 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) long EDM 

notch in as-received and heat-treated tubes are shown in Fig. 22b. Note that the curves for 

as-received and heat-treated tubes diverge as the pressure is increased beyond 1 ksi (7 MPa).  

At 2.5 ksi (17 MPa), the leak rate in a heat-treated material is greater by a factor of 3 than that 

in the as-received tube. A similar plot for a 0.25 in. (6 mm) long flaw in an as-received tube is 

shown in Fig. 23a. The predicted leak rates are reasonably close to the observed leak rates for 

all tubes.  

A leak rate test at 2820C on an as-received tube with a 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) long EDM notch 

has also been conducted. Although high-temperature tensile data are not available for the 

7/8-in. (22 mm)-diameter tubing, tensile data for 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) round bar stock at various 

temperatures have been reported by INEEL (Figs. 19a-b). The yield strength of the tubing at
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2820 C needed for calculations was obtained by multiplying the room temperature yield 
strength by the ratio of the yield strengths of the round bar stock at 282°C and room 
temperature. The calculated leak rate is reasonably close to the measured value, as shown in 
Fig. 23b.  

Thus, the standard smooth-edge-orifice leak rate equation (Eqs. 44a-b) appears to predict 
the leak rates through EDM notches at room temperature and 282°C very well. The difference 
in leak rate between room temperature and 282°C can be accounted for by the difference in 
the density of water. Also, reasonable correlation between the Zahoor model predictions and 
the measured leak rates indicate that the crack opening areas are reasonably estimated by 
Eq. 2. Whether the same set of equations can predict leak rates through tight and nonplanar 
stress corrosion cracks remains to be seen.  

4.1.2.1 Correction Factor for Leak Rates 

As mentioned earlier, all pressure and leak rate tests on laboratory-grown stress corrosion 
cracks at ANL are being conducted on Alloy 600 tubes that have been subjected to prior 
annealing and sensitizing heat treatments. The yield and flow stresses of these heat-treated 
tubes are considerably lower than those of the as-received tubes (Fig. 19a). To convert the leak 
rate data from the heat-treated tubes to the as-received tubes, we divide the leak rate data on 
heat-treated tubes by appropriate correction factors (>1).  

The correction factor for accounting for the effect of changes in mechanical properties on 
leak rate is complex because it depends on pressure, temperature, and crack area or length.  
It also depends on whether the flaw is initially a tight SCC crack or a 0.0075-in. (0.19 mm) 
wide EDM notch.  

To derive the leak rate correction factors, we used the Zahoor model (Eq. 2) to calculate 
the flaw opening area, and Eq. 44b to calculate volumetric leak rate through EDM flaws. The 
effects of material flow properties on leak rate enter through their effects on the flaw opening 
area A.  

Variations of the leak rate correction factor with pressure, flaw length, and temperature 
are given in Figs. 24a-b for tight SCC cracks and in Figs. 25a-b for 0.19-mm (0.0075 in.)-wide 
EDM notches. These curves are based on room-temperature yield strengths of 296 Mpa 
(43 ksi) and 179 MPa (26 ksi) for as-received and heat-treated tubes, respectively. The yield 
strengths are reduced by 10% at 282°C. Note that the leak rate correction factors for notches 
are generally smaller than those for cracks. Also, the longer the crack (or notch), the larger 
the correction factor.  

4.2 Tests on Heat-Treated Tubes with Laboratory-Grown 
Stress Corrosion Cracks 

The purpose of these tests is to develop and validate predictive models for failure pressure 
and leak rate in existing steam generator tubes with realistic stress corrosion cracks. The 
ultimate objective is to be able to estimate the length, depth and morphology of the cracks 
from NDE data (e.g., EC + Point data) and predict the failure pressures and leak rates under 
normal operation and accident conditions. Five tests on Alloy 600 tubes with laboratory
produced axial ODSCC have been completed. Four of the tubes, 177, 195, 104, and 219, were 
cracked at ANL in an aqueous solution of sodium tetrathionate at room temperature. The fifth
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tube, 2-10, was produced by Westinghouse with doped steam (without heat-treatment) and 

provides a comparison with the ANL cracked tubes (heat-treated).  

The tests were designed to investigate flaw behavior under constant temperature and 

pressure holds at temperatures and pressures simulating normal SG operation and main 

steamline break, i.e., T = 282'C (540'F) and Ap = 8.3 and 17.2 MPa (1.2 and 2.5 ksi), 

respectively. These pressure plateaus were held for at least 2 h (depending on the leak rate 

and the water level in the blowdown vessel), with extended duration holds at intermediate 
pressures if flaw tearing, as indicated by a sudden increase in flow, was observed. Additional 

tests were conducted at room temperature (RT), and the test on Westinghouse tube 2-10 was 

initiated at RT and completed at 282°C. A summary of all tests is given in Table 3.  

Three techniques were used to characterize the SCC flaws prior to testing, namely 

(a) dye penetrant examination and digital photography with computerized image analysis, 

(b) bubble testing with low-pressure air (0.28 MPa [40 psi]) in a water bath to identify regions 

of through- wall penetration, and (c) Eddy Current (EC) NDE using both a bobbin coil (BC) and 

an EC +Point probe. All five specimens showed evidence of one or two regions of throughwall 
penetration of the cracks during the pretest bubble tests, but did not have measurable water 

leak rates until pressures rose to substantially above 8.3 MPa (1.2 ksi). For the purpose of 

failure and leak rate predictions, the equivalent crack length and equivalent crack depth for 

each specimen were determined by the procedure outlined in Section 3.1.2.1.  

4.2.1 Predicted Failure Pressures 

Predicting failure pressures for the tests on specimens with ODSCC proved to be 
challenging because all were subjected to holds at constant temperature and pressure prior to 
failure - a situation to which flow stress criterion for failure does not generally apply. To 
complicate matters, some of these specimens did not leak at the beginning of the hold, but 
began to leak after a finite hold period. Often, the leak rate increased during the hold period.  
This type of time-dependent stable rupture of the ligament cannot be predicted by the current 
flow stress model, which is applicable to ligament rupture under rising pressure loading 
without hold. However, as will be seen, the flow stress model did predict the failure pressures 
reasonably well in cases where, during the pressure ramp between the pressure plateaus, the 
ligament ruptured abruptly resulting in an abrupt and large increase of leak rate.  

Test SGL 177: Figure 2a shows the EC +Point data for test SGL-177, which was 
conducted at RT. Ligament thickness in this specimen was highly non-uniform. The ligament 
rupture model (Fig. 3) predicts a failure pressure of 30 MPa (4.35 ksi) at an equivalent crack 
length of 9 mm (0.35 in.). The predicted failure pressure is significantly greater than the 
experimentally observed 16.9 MPa (2.45 ksi). However, this test exhibited time-dependent 
ligament rupture, the leak rate being essentially zero for the first 100 min hold at 16.9 MPa 
(2.45 ksi) before a leak rate of 0.04 L/min (0.01 gpm) was detected. This specimen will be 
tested to failure in the High Pressure Test Facility in the future.  

Test SGL 195: Figure 26a shows the EC +Point data for test SGL-195, which was 

conducted at RT. The ligament rupture model (Fig. 26b) predicts a failure pressure of 
16.5 MPa (2.39 ksi) at an equivalent crack length of 12.3 mm (0.48 in.). In this test, the leak 
rate abruptly increascd to 30 L/min (7.9 gpm) at 15.1 MPa (2.188 ksi), suggesting significant
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ligament rupture. The ligament rupture pressure observed during the pressure ramp is 
comparable to the predicted value.  

Test SGL 104: Figures 27a-b show the crack-depth profile (by EC +Point) for specimen 
SGL-104, which was tested at 282°C, and the calculated ligament rupture pressures 
corresponding to two equivalent rectangular cracks. The ligament rupture model (Fig. 27b) 
predicts a failure pressure of 18 MPa (2.61 ksi) at an equivalent crack length of 10 mm 
(0.39 in.). The experimentally measured failure pressure of 16.2 MPa (2.35 ksi) caused the leak 
rate to increase abruptly from 0 to 21 L/min (5.6 gpm), suggesting significant ligament 
rupture.  

Test SGL 219: Figures 28a-b show similar plots for test SGL-219, which was conducted at 
282°C. Like test SGL-177, this specimen also had a highly nonuniform ligament thickness 
and may even have been segmented (Fig. 28a). The ligament rupture model (Fig. 28b) predicts 
a failure pressure of 20 MPa (2.9 ksi) at an equivalent crack length of 10.5 mm (0.41 in.). The 
predicted failure pressure is significantly greater than the experimentally measured 13.3 MPa 
(1.925 ksi). This specimen showed extensive time-dependent increase in leak rate and 
achieved a maximum test pressure of 16.2 MPa (2.35 ksi), which is still lower than the 
predicted failure pressure.  

Test 2-10 (W): An additional pressure and leak rate test was conducted on a 
Westinghouse-supplied tube with an SCC crack generated in doped steam. Figure 29 shows 
the pretest crack depth profile by EC +Point. Ligament thickness for this specimen was highly 
nonuniform, as in test specimen SGL- 177. Two equivalent rectangular crack profiles (Figs 30a
b) were used for calculating the ligament rupture pressure. The yield strength and flow stress 
of the Westinghouse tube were estimated from a few hardness tests at RT to be 240 Mpa 
(35 ksi) and 485 MPa (70 ksi), respectively. The ligament rupture pressure was calculated to 
be 22 MPa (3.19 ksi) and 20 MPa (2.9 ksi) at room temperature (Fig. 30a) and 2820 C (Fig. 30b), 
respectively, at an equivalent crack length of 11 mm (0.43 in.). However, as in test SGL-177, 
this specimen developed a leak rate of 0.04 L/min (0.01 gpm) after a >3 h hold at 17.2 MPa 
(2.5 ksi) at RT, and the leak rate increased to 0.07 L/min (0.018 gpm) after an overnight hold 
at the same pressure.  

All five specimens will be tested to failure (burst) in the High Pressure Test Facility.  

4.2.2 Predicted Leak Rates 

As before, predicting the leak rates was challenging because of the time-dependent 
increase in leak rates observed during constant temperature and pressure holds. However, 
where the ligament rupture model could estimate the failure pressure within reasonable limits, 
the predicted leak rates based on the equivalent rectangular crack lengths were close to the 
observed leak rates. For cases where leakage occurred at much lower pressures than 
predicted by the ligament rupture model, effective lengths of the throughwall segments of the 
cracks were estimated with the leak rate model. In most cases, the lengths of the throughwall 
segments of the cracks, calculated from leak rate data, are close to the lengths of the most 
open part of the cracks as evident visually from posttest pictures of the specimens. Both 
lengths correspond approximately to the length over which the pre-test crack depth exceeds 
70% wall thickness.
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Test SGL 177: As mentioned earlier, the predicted ligament failure pressure of 30 MPa 

(4.35 ksi) is significantly greater than the experimentally observed 16.9 MPa (2.45 ksi).  

Therefore, the leak rate was not calculated by using the predicted equivalent rectangular crack 

length. Instead, the lengths of the throughwall segment of the cracks were estimated from the 

measured leak rates from the leak rate model (Fig. 31). However, the leak rate in this test was 

essentially zero for the first 100 min hold at 16.9 MPa (2.45 ksi), after which a leak rate of 0.04 
L/min (0.01 gpm) was detected, the rate abruptly increased from 0.04 to 0.26 L/min (0.01 to 

0.068 gpm) after a further 60 min hold at the same pressure. The leak rate model (Fig. 31) 

would imply that the throughwall crack length increased abruptly from 1.5 to 3.7 mm (0.059 

to 0.146 in.). The leak rate increased to 1.67 L/min (0.44 gpm) when the pressure was finally 
increased to 19.3 MPa (2.8 ksi), suggesting that the throughwall crack length increased to 5.6 

mm (0.22 in.), which corresponds approximately to the length over which the crack depth 

exceeds 70% wall thickness (Fig. 2b). A posttest picture of the crack is shown in Fig. 32a 

and also includes a marker of length 5.6 mm (0.22 in.). A comparison of the posttest crack 
(Fig. 32a) with its pretest dye penetrant enhanced view (Fig. 32b) shows that although some 

secondary cracks opened up, the surface length of the main crack did not increase during the 

test. This specimen was internally pressurized under water with 40 psi (0.27 MPa) air after the 

test. From the emerging air bubble, it was estimated that the length of the throughwall 
segment of the crack was = 4 to 4.8 mm (0.16 to 0.19 in.). In view of the additional crack 

opening due to pressurization, the measured length of the throughwall segment of the crack is 
reasonably close to the final crack length calculated from the measured leak rate.  

Test SGL 195: In this test, the leak rate was <0.04 L/min (0.01 gpm) at 14.7 Mpa 
(2.129 ksi), suggesting a throughwall crack length of <2 mm (0.08 in.). The leak rate abruptly 
increased to 30 L/min (7.9 gpm) at 15.1 MPa (2.188 ksi), suggesting significant ligament 
rupture, and then to 33 L/min (8.6 gpm) at 15.5 MPa (2.25 ksi). The rate did not increase 
during a 15 min hold at 15.5 MPa (2.25 ksi). Because the ligament rupture pressure was 

predicted reasonably well by the ligament rupture model, the leak rate was calculated by using 

the equivalent rectangular crack length (12.3 mm [0.48 in.]), as shown in Fig. 33a. The 

observed leak rate is very close to the predicted leak rate. A posttest view of the crack at the 
OD surface is shown in Fig. 33b, which also includes a marker identifying the equivalent 
rectangular crack length, which as before, is close to the length over which the crack is most 

open. Also, a comparison with Fig. 26a shows that the equivalent rectangular crack length 
corresponds to the crack length over which the depth equals or exceeds 70% of the wall 
thickness.  

Test SGL 104: A pressure of 16.2 MPa (2.35 ksi) caused the leak rate to increase abruptly 
from 0 to 21 L/min (5.6 gpm), suggesting significant ligament rupture. The leak rate 

increased to 23.6 L/min (6.2 gpm) at a pressure of 17.2 MPa (2.5 ksi) and did not increase 
during a 15 min constant-pressure hold at 17.2 MPa (2.5 ksi). Since the ligament rupture 
pressure was predicted reasonably well by the ligament rupture model, the leak rate was 
calculated using the equivalent rectangular crack length (10 mm [0.39 in.]), as shown in 

Fig. 34a. The observed leak rate is very close to the predicted rate. A posttest view of the crack 
at the OD surface is shown in Fig. 34b, which also includes a marker identifying the 

equivalent rectangular crack length, which as before, is close to the length over which the 
crack is most open. Also, a comparison with Fig. 27a shows that the equivalent rectangular 

crack length corresponds to the crack length over which the depth exceeds approximately 70% 
of the wall thickness.
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Test SGL 219: Because this specimen exhibited extensive time-dependent increase of leak 
rate at constant pressure, the rate was not calculated by using the predicted equivalent 
rectangular crack length. Instead, the lengths of the throughwall segments of the cracks were 
estimated from the measured leak rates by using the leak rate model (Fig. 35a). This specimen 
first had a rate of 3.7 L/min (0.97 gpm) at a pressure of 13.3 MPa (1.93 ksi), and this rate did 
not increase during a 90 min hold at this pressure. Subsequently, the rate increased to 
14 L/min (3.7 gpm) when the pressure was increased to 16.2 MPa (2.346 ksi). Figure 35a 
suggests that the effective crack length is between 8.4 and 9.2 mm (0.33 to 0.36 in.). During 
an 11 min constant-pressure hold at 16.2 MPa (2.346 ksi), the rate increased steadily from 
14 L/min (3.7 gpm) to 39 L/min (10.3 gpm), which suggests that the effective throughwall 
crack length increased from 9.2 to 11 mm (0.36 to 0.43 in.) during the hold period. Flow 
remained constant at 39 L/min (10.3 gpm) for the next 9 min at the same pressure. Although 
the final estimated throughwall crack length is reasonably close to the equivalent rectangular 
crack length (Fig. 28b), the predicted rupture pressure (20 MPa [2.9 ksil) is significantly 
greater than the experimental maximum pressure. A posttest view of the crack at the OD 
surface is shown in Fig. 35b, which also includes a marker identifying the estimated 
throughwall crack length from the leak rate data. A comparison with Fig. 28a suggests that 
the estimated final crack length corresponds to the length over which the crack depth exceeds 
70% of the wall thickness.  

Test 2-10 (W): The length of the throughwall segment of the crack was estimated from the 
measured leak rates with the leak rate model (Fig. 36a). This specimen developed a leak rate of 
0.04 L/min (0.01 gpm) after a >3 h hold at 17.2 MPa (2.5 ksi) at RT and this rate increased to 
0.068 L/min (0.018 gpm) after are overnight hold at the same pressure. Figure 36a implies 
that the effective throughwall crack length increased from 1.8 to 2.3 mm (0.071 to 0.091 in.) 
during this hold period. The leak rate then increased to 0.12 L/min (0.032 gpm) after a >5 h 
hold at 18.6 MPa (2.7 ksi), implying a final effective throughwall crack length of 2.8 mm 
(0.11 in.). The same specimen was later pressurized to 18.6 MPa (2.7 ksi) at 282°C and held 
at constant pressure. The leak rate increased from 0.3 to 0.72 L/min (0.079 to 0.19 gpm) 
during a 2 h hold. Figure 36a implies that the effective throughwall crack length increased 
from 3.6 to 4.8 mm (0.14 to 0.19 in.) during that hold period. The equivalent rectangular crack 
length is much greater (11 mm [0.43 in.]) than the throughwall crack length estimated from 
the final leak rate, even though the final test pressure is close to the predicted ligament 
rupture pressure. A posttest view of the crack at the OD surface is shown in Fig. 36b, which 
also includes a marker identifying the estimated throughwall crack length of 4.8 mm (0.14 in.).  

In contrast to the ANL specimens, the estimated posttest throughwall crack length for the 
Westinghouse specimen from the leak rate data is significantly shorter than that observed 
visually. A closer examination of Fig. 36b shows that in contrast to the ANL specimens in 
which none of the ligaments between axial segments survived the test, the crack in the 
Westinghouse specimen had at least three axial segments (undetected by EC +Point method) 
separated by 0.4-mm (0.015 in.)-thick surface ligaments that survived the pressure loading. It 
is not clear whether the ligaments between the segments persist through the full thickness of 
the tube wall. It is likely that the effective crack length calculated from the leak rate would be 
much closer to that observed visually if the stiffening effects of the ligaments on the crack 
opening area were taken into account. Also, the ligament rupture model using the equivalent 
rectangular crack approximation most likely underestimates the pressure to rupture the 
through-thickness crack tip ligament significantly (and overestimates the throughwall crack 
length) in this case for the same reason.
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4.2.2.1 Predicted Leak Rates Adjusted for Flow Stress

All of the pressure and leak rate tests on ANL specimens with laboratory-grown ODSCC 
cracks have been conducted on heat-treated tubes with significantly reduced flow stress 
properties. As is well known, failure pressures, leak rates, etc., depend on the mechanical 
properties (primarily the flow stress) of the tubing. The minimum ASME code requirements for 
yield and ultimate tensile strengths of Alloy 600 steam generator tube are 241 MPa (35 ksi) 
and 552 MPa (80 ksi), respectively, which correspond to a minimum flow stress of 400 Mpa 
(58 ksi). Some older steam generators may have tubes with properties close to the code 
minimum, while others may have significantly higher flow properties. The actual flow stress of 
steam generator tubes in most current plants can vary widely, depending on the age and heat 
of material used. Yield strength can range from 275 MPa (40 ksi), to 414 MPa (60 ksi), while 
the ultimate tensile strength can be 620 MPa (90 ksi) to 758 MPa (110 ksi), potentially 
covering a range of flow stress from 448 to 586 MPa (65 to 85 ksi). The yield and ultimate 
tensile strengths of the ANL as-received tubing are 296 MPa (43 ksi) and 675 MPa (98 ksi), 
respectively, almost exactly in the middle of the ranges reported above. However, because of 
the annealing and sensitizing heat treatments given to our tubes with laboratory-grown stress 
corrosion cracks, their yield and ultimate tensile strengths are estimated to be reduced to 
180 MPa (26 ksi) and 607 MPa (88 ksi), respectively. Thus, although the yield strength of our 
heat-treated tubing falls below the code minimum, the ultimate tensile strength is sufficiently 
above the code minimum to give a flow stress that is close to the code minimum. To compare 
results on one material with results on a different material, the effect of variations in the 
mechanical properties must be accounted for, i.e., the results must be normalized in terms of 
the flow stress. Therefore, the leak rates measured in the ANL tests on tubes with ODSCC 
were corrected to estimate the leak rates in the as-received material. A procedure for 
obtaining the correction factor is given in Subsection 4.1.2.1.  

However, the calculations are complicated by the time-dependent nature of the leak rates 
observed in the tests. Currently, we do not have a procedure for converting time-dependent 
leak rate data from one material to another with different flow properties. For the present, the 
measured leak rate data at the maximum test pressures were corrected to provide leak rates in 
the as-received material (Table 4) by assuming that the same crack that existed in the heat
treated material also exists in the as-received material. To determine the correction factors, 
estimates of the length of the throughwall segments of the cracks are needed, as discussed in 
Subsection 4.1.2.1. These crack lengths were obtained from the measured leak rates by using 
the leak rate model and the yield strength property of the heat-treated material. A second 
correction was also applied to the test pressures in Table 4 to reflect that a 20% higher 
pressure will very likely be needed to produce final cracks in the as-received material that are 
similar to those in the ANL test specimens. The final column in Table 4 includes the predicted 
leak rates at these calculated pressures. Validity of the assumption that cracks, with the 
same morphology as in the heat-treated material, can be created in the as-received material by 
applying 20% higher pressures has not yet been determined.
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5 Behavior of Electrosleeved Tubes at High Temperatures 

A schematic diagram of an Electrosleeved tube is shown in Fig. 37. Either an axial crack 

of various lengths or a 3600 circumferential crack is assumed to exist through the full 

thickness of the parent tube wall. During a severe accident, the tube is subjected to a time

varying temperature and pressure (Ap) history. The flow stress failure criteria for both the axial 

and circumferential cracks can be stated as 

Glig = H(T, t), (45a) 

where H is the hardness or flow stress (dependent on the temperature history) of the 

Electrosleeve, and allg is the ligament stress, which for the two types of crack is given by 

i n= mph for axial cracks (45b) 

lg A for circumferential cracks, 

where mp, which depends on the axial crack length and depth, is the ligament stress 

magnification factor; Gh is the hoop stress (calculated by using the mean radius and total 

thickness of the tube and the sleeve); and TA is the axial stress based on the net section of the 

tube and the sleeve.  

5.1 Determination of mp for Axial Cracks 

Initially, the hoop stress magnification factor mp for the crack tip ligament in the 

Electrosleeve was estimated from the equation for a single-layer shell used in Ref. 4. However, 

the mp factor could be reduced if the flow stress of the Electrosleeve ligament is significantly 

lower than that of the parent tube. In fact, detailed analyses of available tensile data of the 

Electrosleeve (to be discussed later) showed that at the temperatures of interest, the flow 

stress ratio between the parent tube and the Electrosleeve ranges from 2 to 3. To determine 

the effect of the flow stresses of the Electrosleeve and Alloy 600 on mp, a series of FEA was 

conducted for a bilayer tube with a 100% throughwall crack in the outer layer (simulating 

Alloy 600) under a constant temperature and increasing pressure loading. The ratio between 

the flow stress of the outer layer and the inner layer (simulating the Electrosleeve) was 1 to 3.  

For displaying the FEA results, a hoop stress magnification factor mp' was defined as follows: 

, Average Electrosleeve Ligament Hoop Stress (46a) 
mp Nominal Hoop Stress in Tube Wall 

The FEA results, plotted in Figs. 38a-b, confirm that the values of mp' are reduced 

significantly when the flow stress ratio is increased. The mp' factor as computed from FEA 

results generally varies with pressure. However, the behavior of long cracks is different from 

that of short cracks, as shown in Figs. 38a-b. For long cracks, mp' increases with pressure 

and tends to level off at higher pressure. Behavior for the shorter 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) crack is 

just the opposite; mp' decreases with pressure and tends to level off at higher pressure. Note 

that the mp' factor for the 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) crack can drop below 1 if the decrease in flow 

stress of the Electrosleeve is sufficiently large. Although mp' is decreasing with increasing 

pressure for short crack (Fig. 38b), the average ligament stress (or plastic strain) is still 

increasing with increasing pressure because mp' is obtained by dividing the average ligament
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stress by the nominal hoop stress in the uncracked section (Eq. 46a). Nor does a value of mp' 

< 1 imply that the Electrosleeve/Alloy 600 composite tube wall away from the crack will fail 

before the crack tip ligament. The average stress in the Electrosleeve ligament relative to its 

flow stress always remains higher than the average stress in the Electrosleeve/Alloy 600 

composite tube wall (away from the crack section) relative to its thickness-weighted flow 

stress.  

For both short and long cracks, mp' increases rapidly (suggesting onset of failure) with 

further increase in pressure in a regime where the Electrosleeve experiences significant plastic 

yielding away from the crack tip ligament. The value of mp' at the point where it levels off (i.e., 

just prior to failure) was defined as mp(FEA). As shown in Fig. 39, the mp(FEA) (for flow stress 

ratio = 1) agrees well with that calculated with the ANL correlation for cracks < 1 in. (25 mm), 

but levels off with inc-easing crack length beyond 2 in. (51 mm). On the other hand, the mp 

calculated by the ANL correlation continues to increase with increasing crack length, although 

the actual increases are small beyond a crack length of 2 in. (51 mm).  

Because the FEA grid may not have been sufficiently fine to obtain highly accurate 

solutions, the FEA results were used to calculate the ratio between the mp(FEA) for the 

Electrosleeved tube and the homogeneous tube as a function of the ratio between the flow 

stress of the parent tube and the Electrosleeve, as shown in Fig. 40. This mp ratio was then 

used to scale the mp calculated by the ANL correlation for a homogeneous tube to obtain the 

effective mp of the Electrosleeved tubes with notches, as indicated in Eq. 46b (FSR denotes 

flow stress ratio): 

mp(eff.) = mp(FEA) x mp(ANL). (46b) 

mWEFA, FSR = 1) 

5.2 Material Property Data for Electrosleeve 

The initial development of the model was based on three sets of material property data 

contained in a report by FTI and titled "Electrosleeving Qualification for PWR Recirculating 

Steam Generator Tube Repair," Report No. BAW-10219P, Rev. 03, Oct. 1998. Subsequently, 

FTI provided two additional sets of data, one describing the time-dependent decrease in flow 

stress of the Electrosleeve material upon isothermal aging and the other on failure tests on 

Electrosleeved tubes with cracks under simulated severe accident transients.  

The FTI data show that the Electrosleeve material is stronger than the tube material at 

the reactor operating temperature. However, at high temperatures (>400°C), the Electrosleeve 

begins to lose its hardness because of grain growth (Fig. 41). The thermal aging effect is a 

complicated phenomenon consisting of at least two steps. In the first step, the phosphide 

precipitates in the grain boundary, which prevent grain growth, are dissolved; in the second 

step, grain growth occurs. The starting or initial hardness of the FTI isothermal aging 

specimens show a very large specimen-to-specimen scatter. Therefore, the loss of hardness 

data for each specimen was normalized with respect to its initial hardness at temperature, as 

shown in Fig. 41, where the data suggest that the hardness of the material starts to decrease, 

albeit at a relatively slow rate, beginning very early. The nucleation times for this process for 

specimens aged at > 4250 C are relatively short and are ignored in the nucleation model to be 

discussed later. The data in Fig. 41 also suggest the existence of a second process with longer
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nucleation times that involves very rapid decrease in hardness with time and is very likely 
linked to rapid grain growth. The reciprocal of the incubation time for the onset of rapid loss of 
hardness (rapid grain growth) has the temperature-dependent activation energy shown in 
Fig. 42. For analyses of loss of hardness, the continuously varying activation energy curve Q 
was replaced by the step function indicated in Fig. 42. Sensitivity studies, which are 
presented later in the report, showed that the results are not sensitive to the form chosen for 
Q.  

Data for the yield and ultimate tensile strengths of the Electrosleeve material are given in 
the FTI report from RT to 343°C. Flow stress, which is the average of the yield and ultimate 
tensile strengths, as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 43. The single high
temperature Electrosleeve data point in Fig. 43 was estimated from a tensile test conducted on 
aged material and will be discussed later. Initially, in the absence of any other flow stress data 
at high temperature, the solid line in Fig. 43 was used as an estimate for the unaged flow 
stress curve of the Electrosleeve. It should be remembered that during a severe accident, the 
actual flow stress of the Electrosleeve is reduced from the unaged curve (Hj shown in Fig. 43 
because of grain growth. The high-temperature tests conducted by ANL (to be discussed later) 
and FTI suggested that the unaged flow stress of the Electrosleeve material is less than that 
shown in Fig. 43.  

FTI also submitted data to the NRC from a series of tensile tests at 3430 C on specimens 
exposed to isothermal preaging treatment at high temperatures for various times (Fig. 44).  
The single data point at 7600 C is from a tensile test conducted at 7600 C. This specimen was 
heated at a slow linear ramp of =5.8°C/min from 327°C. The effective aging time at 7600 C was 
estimated from an activation energy of 35 kcal/mole to be 39 min.  

FTI also provided failure data from six tests on internally pressurized tubes that were 
subjected to a variety of temperature ramps simulating those expected during station blackout 
(SBO) accidents. The initial temperature ramp rate up to =500'C ranged from 3 to 5°C/min, 
which was generally followed by a ramp rate of 7 to 9°C/min until failure. However, in some 
cases, the ramp rate was gradually decreased to 1.2°C/min above 705'C. Three tests were 
conducted on unsleeved Alloy 600 tubes with and without degradation and three on 
Electrosleeved tubes (7/8 in. 122 mm] diameter) with 0.5, 1, and 2 in. (12.5, 25, and 51 mm) 
throughwall axial notches in the parent tube.  

5.3 Analytical Model Based on Hall-Petch Equation 

Two analytical models were originally developed for estimating the failure temperature 
under severe accident transients - a model based on linear damage rule and a model based on 
the Hall-Petch relationship. Both models gave comparable results for predicted failure 
temperatures. Because the Hall-Petch model was more mechanistically based, it was selected 
for use in failure prediction. In both models, a basic assumption is the existence of a 
temperature-dependent unaged (i.e., without grain growth) flow stress curve of the 
Electrosleeve. This unaged flow stress curve is largely a theoretical construct of the models 
because to establish it directly from tensile tests at high temperatures would be difficult due to 
the grain growth that would inevitably occur in the specimens unless the specimens could be 
heated, stabilized, and tested very rapidly. Therefore, it was calculated from high-temperature 
failure data by using the models. Ideally, high-temperature failure tests on specimens 
subjected to severe accident temperature and pressure ramps should be used to derive the
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flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve. Since such test data were not available when the 
models were first developed, the unaged flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve was derived 
initially from analyses of the FTI tensile test data at various temperatures on specimens 
preaged at 760'C. Subsequently, the flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve was recalculated 
on the basis of high-temperature failure tests conducted at ANL.  

In the model based on Hall-Petch equation, the "nucleation" phase is explicitly separated 
from the "growth" phase of the grain growth phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, it was 
assumed that the Electrosleeve has an initial "unaged" flow stress curve HI(T), e.g., Fig. 43.  
The hardness or flow stress (at a sufficiently high strain rate) of the Electrosleeve material was 
assumed to depend on the grain size by the Hall-Petch relationship, i.e., 

H(T) = Ad-nf(T), (47) 

where H(T) is the flow stress at any temperature T, d is the grain diameter, n is the Hall-Petch 
exponent, and f(T) is a correction factor for temperature. During high-temperature exposure, 
the growth rate of grain diameter (ai) was assumed to be 

[0 fort < tn 
B = xB(-Qg ) for t _> tn, (48) 

where tn is the nucleation time to loss of flow stress (i.e., onset of grain growth), B is a 
constant, Qg is the activation energy for grain growth, and R = 1.987 cal/mole/°C.  
Recrystallization due to plastic straining was ignored. The form of the grain growth rate 
equation was chosen such that, under isothermal aging, the grain growth follows a parabolic 
law. Under isothermal aging, the reciprocal of the nucleation time (1/tn), which has an 
activation energy Qn, is given by the following equation: 

1 - =C exp( (49) 
tn 

where C is a constant. The variation of Qn with T is given in Fig. 42.  

The tensile data reported by FTI on preaged specimens of Electrosleeve material were used 
to calculate the values of various parameters in Eqs 47-49. Integrating Eq. 48, using Eq. 49 
and assuming Qn = Qg =Q, 

d(t) = [d 2B +2Bt exp ,j 
(50) 

C 

where di is the grain diameter of the as-received material and T is the aging temperature.  
Substituting Eq. 50 into Eq. 47, denoting the tensile testing temperature as To, the initial 
"unaged" flow stress at To as Ho and solving, 

[ 1 1] +(1a)
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where

Ho =Adinf(To). (5 b) 

Results from the FrI tensile data (To=343°C) on preaged specimens are plotted in 
Figs 45a-b for assumed values of n = 0.33 and n = 0.4, respectively. Both fits are quite good 
and reasonably close to the conventional value of 0.5. Values of di 2 /2B, and 1/C were 
obtained from the slope and intercept of the linear fits. As mentioned earlier, the specimen 
that was aged for 30 min at 760'C was also tensile tested at 760'C. Because this specimen 
was ramped from 327 to 760'C at the slow rate of 5.8°C/min before the constant-temperature 
aging, an analysis using an activation energy of 35 kcal/mole gave an effective aging time at 
760'C of 39 min. A reduction factor for the flow stress at 760'C compared to that at 343°C 
was obtained by fitting the data, excluding the 760'C data, and extrapolating the best-fit line 
to the value of the time-temperature parameter of the test, as shown by dotted lines in 
Figs. 45a-b. The two flow stress curves (Figs. 43 and 46) correspond to the two estimated 
values of flow stress at 760'C by the two fits. The difference between the two flow stress curves 
is negligible.  

Nucleation times to onset of loss of flow stress (i.e., grain growth) under isothermal aging 
were calculated by using Eq. 49 and the stepwise varying approximation to the activation 
energy data shown in Fig. 42. The results, plotted in Fig. 47 for two Hall-Petch exponents, 
show that the two txponents give widely varying estimates for nucleation times. The 
nucleation times for the rapid loss of hardness as derived from the FTI data (Fig. 41), also 
plotted in Fig. 47, show that n = 0.33 fits the data better. The calculated curves of loss of 
hardness (for n = 0.33 and 0.4) with time under various isothermal aging are compared with 
the FTI data in Fig. 48. Although the model does not simulate the initial low rate of loss of 
hardness, it does represent the subsequent rapid loss of hardness reasonably well for both 
values of n.  

Under a variable temperature history, Eq. 49 can be generalized to give the time to 
nucleation as follows: 

CJ nexp, ()jdt = 1. (52) 

Similarly, Eq. 48 can be integrated to give the grain diameter at any time t: 

di for t < tn 

d(t) = d2 +2B exp dt for t > tn (53) 

1 f'L RT(t) ni 

Substituting Eqs 52-53 into Eq. 47 and solving for the flow stress H at any time, 

SHi(t) for t < tn 

H(t) +--BJtnexp|_ dtcln/2 Hi(t) fort >__ tn, (54) 
dI f1+ - Rxl ItI - 1 t frM~
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where Hi(t) is the initial "unaged" flow stress at T(t). Ligament failure is predicted to occur 

when Eq. 45a is satisfied.  

5.4 Initial Analytical Results 

The model using the Hall-Petch equations to represent the changes in the flow stress was 

used to calculate failure temperatures. The studies in Ref. 5 showed that SBO represents a 

severe challenge to the integrity of steam generator tubes in which the secondary system dries 

out and the primary system fails to depressurize (a "high-dry" sequence). In this case, the Ap 

across the tube wall is a constant 2.35 ksi. The time-temperature history was taken as 

bilinear with an initial 50C/min segment to 6700 C, followed by 20C/min segment until failure 

(Fig. 49). This temperature ramp is a simplified version of those used in Ref. 5 for the severe 

accident tests on flawed tubes without repairs. It is even more conservative than the Ref. 5 

versions because the slower segment starts at a lower temperature. Additional sensitivity 

studies were done with simple 1lC/min and 51C/min ramps. Results are reported for both 

Electrosleeved and unsleeved tubes so that the relative strengths can be compared.  

5.4.1 Results for Unsleeved Tubes 

The data and the flow stress model presented in Ref. 4 showed that the failure 

temperature of an unflawed Alloy 600 tube is 840'C, which is greater than the tube 

temperature at the time of surge line failure. Thus, an unflawed tube is predicted to survive 

the scoping ramp.  

An unsleeved Alloy 600 tube with the deepest cracks that can survive a Ap equal to three 

times the Ap during normal operation (3 APNo) was also considered; for these calculations 
3 APNO was taken as 3.84 ksi. The maximum depths of 0.5-, 1-, and 2-in.-long cracks that 

satisfy this criterion are 76.6, 67.1, and 62%, respectively. The corresponding maximum 

depth for a 3600 circumferential crack is 80%. Note that mp = 2.32 for all these cracks, which 

will be collectively referred to as the 3ApNo crack. For this value of nrp the ligament stress aiig = 

45 ksi. The corresponding failure temperature for both the axial and circumferential cracks by 

the flow stress criterion is 6810C (see, e.g., Fig. 43). The creep rupture model, which is more 

accurate than the flow stress model, predicts a failure temperature of 728'C.  

5.4.2 Predicted Results for Electrosleeved Tubes 

Figures 50a-b show the calculated reduction of flow stress of the Electrosleeve during the 

scoping ramp, as well as at 1lC/min for Hall-Petch exponents n = 0.33 and 0.4, respectively.  

Note that for each transient, the variations of flow stress with temperature are almost identical 

for the two exponents. Further, for each exponent, there is a difference in the flow stress 

curves initially for the two transients. Although the two curves ultimately converge, the 

convergence occurs at a much higher temperature than any of the predicted failure 

temperatures.  

Figures 5la-b show the variation of the predicted failure temperatures (for n = 0.33 and 

0.4) with axial crack length for an Electrosleeved tube with a throughwall crack in the parent 

tube subjected to the scoping ramp, as well as two other constant-temperature ramp rates.  
Note that the predicted failure temperatures corresponding to n = 0.33 and n = 0.4 differ by 
=50.
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The variation of failure temperature with the constant temperature ramp rate is shown in 
Fig. 52 for an Electrosleeved tube with a throughwall 360' circumferential crack in the parent 
tube. As before, the differences in the predicted failure temperatures using n = 0.33 and n = 

0.4 are small.  

5.4.3 Predicted vs. Observed Failure Temperatures for FTI Tests 

As mentioned earlier, FTI performed tests on 7/8-in. (22 mm)-diameter unsleeved tubes, 
both degraded and undegraded, and on Electrosleeved tubes with 100% deep axial notches in 
the parent tube. All tests were conducted under a constant internal pressure of 2.35 ksi 
(16.2 MPa) and a variety of temperature ramps with the initial rate (at <5000 C) ranging from 3 
to 5°C/min. Above 500'C, the notched Electrosleeved specimens were ramped at 7-9°C/min 
to failure, except for the test with a 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) notch. For this test, the ramp rate was 
gradually reduced to 1.2°C/min above 705'C. Failure temperatures were calculated using the 
temperature ramps for each specimen supplied by FIl (Figs. 53a-c). Since a flow stress model 
was used for prediction, the predicted failure temperatures for the notched unsleeved 
Alloy 600 tubes were independent of the temperature history. The comparison between the 
predicted and observed failure temperatures is shown in Table 5. The details of the notch and 
tube geometry of the specimens are included in Table 6. The predictions in Table 5 were made 
using a high-temperature flow stress curve for the Electrosleeve material that was based on 
limited high-temperature tensile test data provided by FfI. The predictions are in much better 
agreement with the observed values, if a modified flow stress curve that includes the results of 
additional ANL tests is used, as will be discussed later.  

The predicted failure temperatures overestimate the experimentally observed failure 
temperatures of the Electrosleeved tubes in all cases. The failure temperatures of the two 
degraded Alloy 600 tubes were predicted quite well by the flow stress model of Ref. 4. Note 
that these two tests are consistent with each other because the mp value for a 50% deep 2 in.  
(51 mm) crack is approximately 2, which is also the hoop stress magnification factor for a 50% 
uniformly thinned tube. The test on undegraded Alloy 600 involved a hold at constant 
temperature - a loading history for which the flow stress model is inapplicable. However, the 
creep rupture model presented in Ref. 4 can predict the failure time within a factor of 2.  

5.5 ANL Test Results 

As mentioned earlier, FTI provided twelve Electrosleeved specimens, three of which were 
notched. Eight additional specimens were notched (=0.0075 in. [0.2 mini wide) at ANL by 
EDM. Eleven tests were conducted at ANL. The time/temperature history for these tests 
consisted of holding the pressure constant at 2.35 ksi (16.2 MPa) while ramping the 
temperature from 300 to 545°C at 4.2°C/min, followed by a 12.5°C/min ramp until failure 
(Figs. 54a-b). This ramp closely simulates the SBO sequence identified as Case 6RU in Ref. 5 
and is felt to be a more realistic representation of the sequences of interest than the scoping 
ramp used for the initial analytical studies. A summary of all the tests conducted by ANL as 
well as by FTI is given in Table 6. Note that the FFI tests were conducted using different 
temperature ramps, as discussed in section 5.4.3.  

In all the ANL specimens with 2- and 3-in. (51 and 76 mm) long flaws, both the unsleeved 
tubes and the Electrosleeves failed with large (fish-mouth) flaw openings. Although the 
specimens without repairs also failed with large flaw openings, the Electrosleeve tubes with
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0.5 and 1 in. (12.5 and 25 mm) flaws failed without a visible openings. Similar failure modes 
were also observed by FTI.  

5.5.1 Revised Unaged Flow Stress Curve of Electrosleeve 

The failure temperatures for the ANL tests were used to recalculate the unaged flow stress 
curve of the Electrosleeve material by using the Hall-Petch model (with n = 0.33) and the 
effective mp factor (as a function of crack length and flow stress ratio) from Fig. 40 and 
Eq. 46b. The revised unaged flow stress curve is compared with the previously estimated 
unaged flow stress curve (Fig. 43) in Fig. 55. Note that the revised curve has a different shape 
and falls below the earlier estimated curve. This revised unaged flow stress curve is used for 
all failure predictions in the remainder of this paper.  

5.5.2 Predicted Failure Temperatures 

5.5.2.1 ANL Tests 

An examination of Table 6 shows that the geometries of the Electrosleeved tubes have 
some variations. An upper bound to the predicted failure temperatures was obtained by using 
the following: 

Tube thickness = 0.051 in. (1.30 mm), sleeve thickness = 0.04 in.(1.02 mm) and notch 
depth = 0.048 in. (1.22 mm), 

and a lower bound was obtained by using 

tube thickness =0.049 in. (1.24 mm), sleeve thickness = 0.035 in. (0.89 mm), and notch 
depth = 0.049 in. (1.24 mm).  

In cases where the notch depth was less than the full thickness of the parent tube wall, 
an effective flow stress for the ligament (average flow stress weighted by thickness) was used.  
The two bounds, together with the test data. are plotted in Fig. 56. Both the test data and the 
model indicate that the decrease in failure temperature with crack length saturates at a notch 
length of =76 mm (3 in.) and no significant additional decrease of failure temperature should 
occur at longer crack lengths. The tube-to tube variations in geometry give rise to a significant 
difference (600 C) between the two bounds. A much better correlation (within ±15'C) between 
the predicted and the observed failure temperatures is obtained if the actual geometry for each 
specimen is used in calculating the predicted failure temperatures (Fig. 57).  

Finite-element analyses (FEAs) were conducted for an Electrosleeved tube (see Fig. 37) 
with 0.5-, 1-, and 2-in. (12.5-, 25-, and 51- mm) long cracks that are 100% throughwall and 
subjected to the Case 6RU temperature ramp (Fig. 54a) at a constant pressure Ap = 2.35 ksi 
(16.2 MPa). The grain-growth model discussed in Subsection 5.3.1 was used to estimate the 
flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve as a function of temperature during the Case 6RU ramp.  
The INEEL flow stress curve was used for the Alloy 600 tube. Stress-strain curves for both 
materials were approximated by bilinear curves (Figs. 58a-b) with low tangent modulus (strain 
hardening). The tangent moduli were determined by a linear fit between the yield and ultimate 
tensile strengths.
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Figure 59a-c show the calculated variations of the average ligament hoop stress and 
average ligament plastic strain with temperature during the ramp for a specimen with a 

13-mm (0.5 in.)-, 25-mm (1 in.)-, and 51-mm (2 in.)-long, 100% throughwall cracks, 

respectively. Also shown are the variations of the yield stress and flow stress of the 
Electrosleeve during the transient. In each case, the FEA predicts a rapid rise in the 
Electrosleeve ligament plastic strain after the average ligament stress exceeds the yield stress 

of the Electrosleeve. The temperatures needed to accumulate 2% average creep strain in the 
ligament of the 13, 25, and 51 mm (0.5, 1, and 2 in.) cracks are 780, 720 and 6750 C, 
respectively. These temperatures agree fairly well with the test failure temperatures, which 
ranged from 806 to 807'C, 714 to 722°C, and 650 to 680'C for the 13, 25, and 51 mm (0.5, 1, 
and 2 in.) cracks, respectively.  

5.5.2.2 FTI tests 

Figure 60 shows a comparison of the failure temperatures as reported by FT1 and the two 
bounds based on the same geometrical assumptions as in Fig. 56. All the tests tend to fall 
near the lower bound curve, which is not surprising because the thicknesses of the 
Electrosleeve were close to the lower bound thickness assumed for the curve. The predicted 
failure temperatures (using actual geometry and actual temperature ramp) are within 150C of 
the observed values. The failure temperatures of the Electrosleeved tubes with throughwall 
notches appear to vary almost linearly with notch length (the curve is actually slightly concave 
downward), as shown in Fig. 60, which is quite different from the predicted concave-upward 
shape of the bounds.  

Figure 61 shows typical failure temperature data for Alloy 600 tubes with part
throughwall notches reported in Ref. 4, together with predicted values using a flow stress 
model. For the notch depths chosen, the predicted failure temperatures by the flow stress 
model are close to those predicted by the creep rupture model, which was shown to be the 
more accurate of the two in Ref. 4. In all cases the predicted curves, which have been validated 
at ANL by many high-temperature tests, are concave upward, which is the shape predicted by 
all other available correlations also. However, as mentioned earlier, the FTI test failure 
temperatures of the Electrosleeved tubes appear to vary almost linearly with notch length.  
The difference can be traced to the fact that specimen BTF-23 (13 mm [0.5 in.] notch) had a 
relatively slow temperature ramp at high temperature (>705'C), while the other two specimens 
did not. Also, the notch in specimen R.5.2 (51 mm [2 in.] notch) penetrated into the 
Electrosleeve. For comparison purposes, the test failure temperatures were adjusted by using 
the flow stress model so that all specimens had identical (as those of BTF-25) tube wall 
thickness, Electrosleeve thickness, and notch depth and were subjected to the same 
temperature ramp as that used for specimen BTF-25. The adjusted failure temperature curve 
is concave upward, as shown in Fig. 62. Note that the upward shift of the adjusted failure 
temperature for the 13 mm (0.5 in.) notched specimen (primarily due to adjusting the ramp 
rate) is much greater than that for the 51 mm (2 in.) notched specimen.  

5.5.3 Part-Throughwall Cracks 

Initially, the failure temperatures of part-throughwall cracks were calculated by using the 
same approach as that for 100% throughwall cracks, i.e., by replacing the ligament stress and 
flow stress by their thickness averaged values. Since then, FFI has reported results from tests 
conducted on specimens with nominally 80% deep, 51 -mm-long notches. The above approach
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overestimated the failure temperatures of these tests significantly. Therefore, a series of FEA 

was conducted on part-throughwall cracks with the same reference tube wall and 
Electrosleeve thicknesses shown'in Fig. 37 and subjected to the Case 6RU ramp.  

Figures 63a-c show the calculated variations of the ligament-averaged hoop stress and 

plastic strain with temperature during the ramp for specimens with a 13-mm (0.5 in.), 25-mm 

(1 in.), and 51-mm (2 in.)-long, 80% throughwall cracks, respectively. Also shown are the 

variations of the ligament-averaged yield stress and flow stress during the transient. In 

contrast to the 100% deep cracks, the FEA-predicted rapid rise in the ligament-averaged 

plastic strain for the 80% deep cracks does not correlate with the ligament-averaged stress 

exceeding the ligament-averaged yield stress or flow stress. Figures 64a-c show the variations 

of the ligament-averaged plastic strains with temperature for 80, 90, and 100% deep, and 13-, 

25-, and 51-mm (0.5-, 1-, and 2-in.)-long cracks under Case 6RU loading. The increases in 

failure temperature compared to those of a tube with 100% deep, 13-, 25-, and 51-mm (0.5-, 

1-, and 2-in.)-long cracks are 10, 25, and 30'C for 90% deep cracks and 40, 60, and 800C for 

80% deep cracks, respectively. These incremental temperatures were added to the predicted 

failure temperatures for the 100% deep cracks to obtain the failure temperatures of the 

Electrosleeved tubes with part-throughwall cracks (Fig. 65).  

5.5.3.1 Simplified Prediction Model for Shallow Flaws 

Figure 66a compares the accumulation of plastic strain with temperature in the ligament 

of a 100% throughwall crack with that in the Alloy 600 portion of the ligaments of 80% and 

90% part-throughwall, 13-mm (0.5 in.)-long cracks. Similar plots for 25- and 51-mm (1 and 

2 in.)-long cracks are shown in Figs. 66b-c. It is possible that because of the relatively high 

ductility of the Electrosleeve at high temperatures compared to that of Alloy 600, the Alloy 600 
portions of the ligaments of the part-throughwall cracks may run out of ductility and fail first.  

Under this scenario, because the failure temperatures of the ligament of 100% throughwall 

cracks are less than or equal to those of the Alloy 600 ligaments of the part-throughwall 

cracks, the Electrosleeve ligaments will fail immediately after the collapse of the Alloy 600 

portion of the ligaments. Such a two-step failure process implies that the increases in failure 

temperature compared to those of a tube with 100% deep, 13-, 25-, and 51-mm (0.5-, 1-, and 

2-in.)-long cracks are 0, 10, and 250C for 90% deep cracks and 30, 45, and 750C for 80% deep 

cracks, respectively. These increases are somewhat smaller than those estimated earlier on 

the basis of total collapse of the full ligament.  

As the Alloy 600 portion of the ligament becomes larger compared to the Electrosleeve 

thickness (i.e., as the crack depth decreases), the hoop load carried by the Alloy 600 ligament 
begins to dominate that carried by the Electrosleeve ligament, particularly at high 

temperatures. Figure 67a shows the calculated variation of the mp for the Alloy 600 ligament 

at the tip of a 13-mm (0.5 in.)-long, 80 and 90% deep crack. Similar plots for 25- and 51-mm 

(1 and 2 in.)-long cracks are shown in Figs. 67b-c. The values of mp at the failure 

temperatures are much closer to those of the same cracks in an unsleeved tube [i.e., mp (ANL)1 

for the 80% deep cracks than for the 90% deep cracks. This is consistent with the fact that 

the hoop stress generated by the pressure loading in the ligament is carried mostly by the 

Alloy 600 tube ligament at high temperatures.  

For the simplified model, the following two-step procedure is followed to calculate the 

failure temperature of the ligament of the Electrosleeved tube with a part-throughwall crack.
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First, the failure temperature of the Alloy 600 ligament is calculated, ignoring the contribution 
of the Electrosleeve ligament and using the mp for the same crack in an unsleeved tube. After 
the failure of the Alloy 600 ligament, the crack becomes 100% throughwall. If the failure 
temperature of an initially 100% throughwall crack is less than the failure temperature of the 
Alloy 600 ligament, the full ligament of the initially 80% throughwall crack will fail 
immediately upon failure of the Alloy 600 ligament. On the other hand, if the failure 
temperature of an initially 100% throughwall crack is greater than the failure temperature of 
the Alloy 600 ligament, the full ligament of the initially 80% throughwall crack will fail at the 
same temperature as the initially 100% throughwall crack. The predicted failure temperatures 
for Case 6RU loading are shown in Fig. 68. The simplified model predicts no increases in 
failure temperatures for 90% deep cracks from those of 100% throughwall cracks, which is not 
surprising since it is not applicable for deep cracks. The predicted failure temperatures for 
80% deep, 25 to 51-mm (I to 2 in.)-long cracks are about 10-20'C lower than those predicted 
by FEA (Fig. 65). It is expected that the accuracy of the simplified model will improve for 
shallower cracks.  

5.5.3.2 Tests on Part-Throughwall Notched Specimens 

A summary of the ANL and FTI tests on Electrosleeved specimens with part-throughwall 
notches are given in Table 8. The depth profiles of the FTI notches (Figs. 69a-b) show that one 
of the notches was trapezoidal in shape (Fig. 69b). As before, the FTI tests were conducted 
with different temperature ramps than those of the ANL tests (Figs. 70a-b). The predicted 
failure temperatures for all the tests are given in the last column of Table 8. The predicted 
failure temperature for the test conducted at ANL was based on the FEA analysis of part
throughwall cracks and is also shown in Fig. 65. Because FEA results for the FTI specimens 
subjected to the FTI ramps were not available, the simplified model was used to estimate the 
failure temperatures which, as mentioned earlier, tend to be =10-20'C lower than the FEA 
results. The predicted failure temperatures are within 10- 15'C of the experimentally observed 
values.  

5.6 Predicted Failure Temperatures for Postulated SBO Severe Accidents 

As mentioned earlier, calculations were done for the temperature and pressure histories 
shown in Figs. 54a-b that closely simulate Case 6RU of Ref. 5. Failure calculations were 
performed for the reference 7/8 in.- (22-mm)-diameter tube (wall thickness = 0.05 in.  
11.27 mm] and Electrosleeve thickness = 0.038 in. [0.97 mm]) with 90% and 100% throughwall 
cracks of various lengths in the parent tube. The results, plotted in Fig. 65, show that failure 
temperatures for 100% throughwall cracks measuring 76, 51, 25, and 13 mm (3, 2, 1, and 
0.5 in.) in length are 640, 650, 690, and 795°C, respectively.  

5.7 Sensitivity Analyses 

5.7.1 Creep Effect 

In this report, a flow stress model was exclusively used to predict failure under severe 
accident transients. However, as was concluded in Ref. 4, a creep rupture model can predict 
the failure temperatures under severe accident transients more accurately than a flow stress 
model. A comparison between the predicted failure temperatures by the two models are 
shown in Table 7 for the case of an unsleeved tube with a 3 ApNo crack, i.e., a 0.5 in. (13 mm)
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by 76.6%, a 1 in. (25 mm) by 67.1%, or a 2 in. (51 mm) by 62% crack, or an 80% deep 360' 
circumferential crack.  

Note that the failure temperature predicted by the flow stress model agrees well with that 
by the creep rupture model for the l°C/min ramp, but is conservative for the other three 
ramps. In particular, the faster the ramp rate the more conservative the prediction. Because 
the unaged flow stress of the Electrosleeve was calculated from tests conducted with a 
temperature ramp of 12.5 0C/min, it is expected that the flow stress model will overestimate 
the failure temperatures for tests at slower ramp rates unless grain growth effects predominate 
creep effects. Also, it should be noted that the failure times under constant temperature holds 
cannot be calculated with the flow stress models presented in this report unless grain growth 
effects predominate over creep effects. To accurately predict failure of Electrosleeved tubes 
under an arbitrarily varying temperature history (including constant temperature holds), a 
creep rupture model analogous to that presented in Ref. 4 and coupled with a grain growth 
model must be developed.  

5.7.2 Thickness of Electrosleeve 

The effect of an increase of Electrosleeve thickness from 0.038 to 0.043 in. (0.97 to 
1.09 mm) on the ligament failure temperature under the reference Case 6RU SBO ramp is 
shown in Fig. 71. There is a =2 0 'C increase in the failure temperature for all crack lengths.  

5.7.3 Crack Depth 

In most of the analyses, the crack depths were assumed to be 100% of the parent tube 
wall. Limited analyses were also carried out for Electrosleeved tubes with part-throughwall 
cracks, as discussed in section 5.5.3. The predicted failure temperatures, plotted in Fig. 65 
(which also includes a test data point), show that the increase in ligament failure temperature 
from that for a 100% deep crack ranges between l0-30'C for a 90% deep crack and 40-80'C 
for a 80% deep crack, with the larger increases occurring for longer cracks. Additional tests 
with part-throughwall cracks are needed to verify the predicted failure temperatures.  

5.7.4 Crack Length 

In all the calculations and tests, the maximum crack length considered was 76 mm 
(3 in.). The test data shown in Fig. 56 clearly suggest a leveling-off of the failure temperature 
with increasing crack length beyond 76 mm (3 in.). However, a question arises as to whether 
there could be a significant reduction in failure temperature if crack length were much longer.  
This is particularly of concern because although the mp values calculated by the ANL 
correlation and by FEA agree remarkably well for crack lengths < 25 mm (1 in.), there is some 
discrepancy between the two for crack lengths > 25 mm (1 in.) (Fig. 39). In Fig. 39, it is 
evident that for a flow stress ratio of 1, although the ANL correlation shows a slight increase of 
mP from 2.0 to 2.1 as the crack length is increased from 51 to 76 mm (2 to 3 in.), the FEA 
shows virtually no change in mp from 1.85. In a similar fashion, for a flow stress ratio of 2, 
the FEA shows no increase in mp from 1.6 when the crack length is increased from 51 to 76 
mm (2 to 3 in.). The FEA results suggest that there should be no change in failure 
temperature beyond a crack length of 51 mm (2 in.), and the test data in Fig. 56 may be 
interpreted to support this. On the other hand, ANL correlation implies a further decrease in 
failure temperature with crack length. To be conservative, the ANL correlation for mp modified
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by flow stress correction factors derived from FEA was used. To estimate the magnitude of 

reduction in failure temperature with crack length, a plot of the ligament failure temperature 

with crack length up to 152 mm (6 in.) is shown in Fig. 72. Note that the reduction is 5°C in 

failure temperature going from a crack length of 51 to 76 mm (2 to 3 in.) and an additional 5°C 

from 76 to 152 mm (3 to 6 in.). Thus, although the ANL correlation suggests that the failure 

temperature continuously decreases with increasing crack length, from a practical standpoint 

the additional decrease beyond a crack length of 76 mm (3 in.) is negligible.  

5.7.5 Variation of Activation Energy with Temperature 

For all analyses in this report, the variation of the activation energy with temperature has 

been idealized by a step function, as shown in Fig. 42. To check the sensitivity of the 

calculated flow stress on the shape of the activation energy curve, the step function was 

replaced by plateaus at high and low temperature connected by a ramp. Figure 73 shows that 
while the choice of Q does affect the shape of the transition of the flow stress, it seems to have 

little real effect on the predicted behavior in severe accidents at high temperatures.  

5.7.6 Failure Criterion 

The failure criterion (Eq. 45a) was originally developed for cracks in homogeneous single 
layer shells and has been shown to be valid for a wide variety of ductile materials at low 

temperatures. FEA calculations for various ligament averaged stresses and plastic strain with 
pressure in a homogeneous tube with a 0.088 in. (2.24 mm) wall thickness containing a 3-in.  

(76-mm)-long, 0.05-in. (1.27-mm)-deep crack are shown in Fig. 74. This geometry 
corresponds to a crack in an Electrosleeved tube with a flow stress ratio = 1. Because the flow 
stress for the tube was assumed to be 414 MPa (60 ksi), Eqs. 45a-b would predict a failure 

pressure of =55 MPa (8 ksi), which is close to the failure pressure (48 MPa [7 ksi]) predicted by 
the ANL correlation for mp. Note that the failure pressure correlates better with the average 

hoop stress rather than with either the average von-Mises effective stress or the average plastic 

strain in the ligament. In fact, the failure pressure corresponds to a calculated average 
ligament plastic strain of only =3%, which is much less than the uniaxial ductility of Alloy 600.  
However, Fig. 74 show. that the average ligament plastic strain is rising steeply with pressure.  
This rapid rise of plastic strain with pressure, together with the high average hydrostatic 
stress (which generally reduces ductility) in the ligament, are probably the reasons for the 
success of the criterion. Although different materials may have different uniaxial strains to 

failure, they would result in only modest changes in the failure pressure.  

The corresponding case of a bilayer tube (simulating an Electrosleeved tube at high 
temperature) with a flow stress ratio = 2 is shown in Fig. 75. Since the flow stress of the softer 
inner layer (simulating the Electrosleeve) is 207 MPa (30 ksi), the current procedure with 
Fig. 75 would predict a failure pressure of 33 MPa (4.8 ksi), which again corresponds to an 

average ligament plastic strain of =3%. As before, the average plastic strain in the ligament is 
rising rapidly with pressure at this load level. Figure 75 shows results (using infinitesimal 

strain and displacement theory) up to a ligament plastic strain of 25%. A more appropriate 
finite-deformation analysis would have indicated an even more rapidly rising plastic strain 
with pressure. Thus, even if the ductility of the inner layer (Electrosleeve) is greater than that 

of the outer layer (Alloy 600), the additional pressure capability of the tube beyond that 
corresponding to an average ligament plastic strain of 3% would be low.
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At room temperature, where failure is controlled by time-independent plastic deformation, 

FEA results suggest that Eq. 45a would be a reasonable failure criterion for Electrosleeved 

tubes. At high temperatures, tests on notched Alloy 600 tubes have shown that the flow stress 

criterion is less successful and that failure is better described by a creep damage criterion, 

particularly for deep notches (Ž80%). But the flow stress model was still reasonably successful 

for shallower notches (<66%), and it might be expected that the relative estimates of strength 

provided by the model are accurate even if the absolute failure temperatures are somewhat 
less so. Failure temperatures for tests on notched unsleeved and notched Electrosleeved tubes 

conducted by ANL and by FTI have been predicted with reasonable success with the flow 

stress model, except for a single test on an unnotched Alloy 600 tube that was subjected to a 

constant-temperature hold. It is expected that the current flow stress model will overestimate 

the failure temperatures if the temperature ramp rates are significantly slower than those used 

in the tests at ANL and if creep effects were to predominate grain growth effects.  

5.7.7 Reduction of Flow Stress with Aging 

In this report, aging has been simulated with a grain growth model, together with the 

hardness data supplied by FTI on Electrosleeve specimens aged at high temperatures. Thus, 

there is reason to expect some uncertainty in the calculated loss of flow stress with aging. FTI 

has suggested that the flow stress of Ni-200 at high temperature should provide a reasonable 
estimate for the flow stress of the Electrosleeve after grain growth. A comparison of flow stress 

data of Ni-200 and Ni-201 with the calculated flow stress of the Electrosleeve for the Case 6RU 

ramp rate (including the effect of aging) is shown in Fig. 76. The data for Ni-201 extend only to 

649°C. The two FTI data points at 5930 C and 7600 C on aged Electrosleeve fall quite close to 

the Ni-200 curve. In the temperature area of interest for severe accidents, i.e., >6501C, the 

calculated aged flow stress curve is close to but slightly below the Ni-200 flow stress curve.  

The FTI data at 760'C on aged Electrosleeve falls below the Ni 200 curve and is closer to the 

calculated flow stress curve. Thus, the present estimates for loss of flow stress with aging are 
consistent with the FTI assumption for the severe accident transient.
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6 Discussions and Conclusions

6.1 Transversely Supported SG Tubes with Circumferential Cracks 

An approximate model has been developed for calculating crack opening area and failure 
pressure of laterally supported steam generator tubes with a throughwall circumferential 
crack at a clamped edge (e.g., top of tube sheet). The results show that the critical crack tip 
opening displacement as well as the span and the boundary conditions are important 
determining factors for the pressure at onset of crack extension. For typical mechanical 
properties and spans that are expected in PWR steam generators, tubes with throughwall 
cracks behave as if fully constrained against rotation, and plastic deformation is confined to 
the section containing the crack. Crack opening areas during normal operation and design
basis accidents are small when compared with the tube cross-sectional area for a steam 
generator tube with < 240' throughwall crack at the top of the tube sheet.  

A model that allows for plastic deformation away from the crack plane is also proposed.  
The plasticity constitutive law is assumed to be a power-law hardening stress-strain curve.  
Comparison with finite-element analysis (FEA) shows that the FEA results are closer to those 
predicted by the model if plasticity is not artificially confined to the crack plane but is allowed 
to occur away from crack plane also. The predicted shapes of the crack initiation pressure 
versus crack angle plots by the power-law-hardening model do not generally show the 
minimums predicted to occur if plasticity is confined to the crack plane.  

Although plasticity is confined to the crack section for normal operating and design-basis 
accident conditions of PWRs, in leak rate and failure tests of steam generator tubes in the 
laboratory, significant plastic deformation usually occurs away from the crack section. The 
simplified model, which can account for plastic deformation away from the crack plane, 
predicts failure pressure curves that are similar to curves derived from test data. The model 
also predicts a significant increase in the applied tearing modulus with the onset of plastic 
deformation away from the crack plane; however, failure by unstable tearing is more likely 
with short cracks (< 1800) than with long cracks.  

For typical steam generator tubes (span = 24-48 in. [0.6 - 1.2 m]) with critical crack tip 
opening displacement 5, >0.03 in. (0.76 mm) (Kjc > 200 ksifiin [220 MPa /m ) and containing 
a circumferential throughwall crack at the top of tube sheet, any crack of 180' or less does not 
reduce the failure pressure from the burst pressure of an unflawed tube. Also, tubes with 
throughwall cracks _> 240' will behave as if they were fully constrained against bending and 
will have significantly greater failure pressures than the same tubes under free bending 
condition. Thus, for typical mechanical properties of steam generator tubes, the longest 
throughwall circumferential cracks at the top of tube sheet that are predicted to experience 
onset of crack initiation during normal operation and design basis accident conditions are 
3400 and 310', respectively. A further conservative factor in the current model is the 
assumption that the tubes are free to expand or contract in the axial direction at the tube 
support plates. If, as some experience with real steam generators suggests, the tubes are 
locked in at the tube support plates and require significant axial loads to pull them during 
removal from service, the axial tensile force due to internal pressure must first overcome this 

lock-in force before the circumferential cracks are subjected to any driving force for crack 
initiation and growth.
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6.2 Failure and Leak Rate Tests on SG Tubes with EDM Notches 
and Stress Corrosion Cracks 

Failure and leak rate tests have been conducted on SG tubes with OD part-throughwall 
EDM notches both at room temperature and at 282'C. Notch length in these tests ranged from 
6 mm (0.25 in.) to 38 mm (1.5 in.), and notch depths of 60, 80, and 90% (in addition to 100% 
throughwall) were tested. These limited tests have shown that the following ANL mp correlation 
for predicting ligament rupture pressure of rectangular part-throughwall flaws is valid for tests 
on tubes with axial notches, either shallow or deep, although more tests with short and deep 
notches are needed to fully validate the ANL correlation.  

1-a a 

mp(ANL)- mh (4a) a 
h 

a = I+O0.9(a)Vl _ I ), (4b) 

Further, the leak rates for these tests can be predicted reasonably well using the following 
formula for smooth circular orifices by simply replacing the orifice area by the notch area (the 
symbols are explained after each equation in the main body of the report).  

Q = 0.6A (44a) 

where for axial cracks, A is given by 

A = 2nceVoo / E, (2) 

and for circumferential cracks, A is given by 

A = ]pR2 B, (38a) 
E 

The above set of equations can predict the ligament rupture pressures and leak rates for 
rectangular EDM notches at both room temperature and 282°C if the appropriate densities of 
water are used.  

An initial series of tests has been performed on laboratory-degraded tubes containing 10
14 mm (0.39-0.55 in.)-long axial ODSCC in 7/8-in. (22-mm)-diameter Alloy 600 tubing. All 
five flaws tested were very tight and had regions of pretest throughwall penetration as 
determined by bubble testing. However, in the high-pressure tests, none of the flaws exhibited 
detectable water leakage until pressures substantially greater than 8.3 MPa (1.2 ksi) were 
reached. None of the specimens experienced unstable burst up to the maximum system 
pressure capability of 19.3 MPa (2.8 ksi). Four of the five flaws exhibited crack tip ligament 
tearing under constant temperature and pressure conditions, which caused the leak rate to 
increase. Three of the five flaws that had pretest BC voltages of 6-10 V were more rectangular 
in shape (as indicated by EC + point) than the other two flaws with lower BC voltages (=4 V),
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which had a more triangular shape (as indicated by EC + point). The three specimens with 

higher voltages tore open along their entire OD length at pressures <17.2 MPa (2.5 ksi) and 

exhibited flow rates in the range 23-38 L/min (6-10 gpm) or more. This behavior suggests 

that ligament failure with significant leakage rate of an SCC flaw may occur at •17.2 Mpa 

(2.5 ksi) if the crack is sufficiently long and deep. In contrast, the two flaws with lower BC 

voltages exhibited leak rates of 1.7 L/min (0.45 gpm) or less and did not experience ligament 

rupture over their full OD axial length.  

A procedure for defining an equivalent rectangular crack for an ODSCC with arbitrarily 

morphology, based on EC +point data, has been developed. Structural and leak rate analyses 

of the flaws and comparison with experimental data have shown that the ligament failure 

pressure in laboratory-grown cracks can be predicted reasonably well, using a flow stress 

model that is strictly applicable to rectangular part-throughwall cracks, by replacing the 

actual crack profile by an equivalent rectangular crack if failure occurs during the pressure 

ramp. In these tests, the full ligament ruptured abruptly at the failure pressure and the leak 

rate did not increase during a constant-pressure hold. Further, the leak rates for these tests 

could be predicted reasonably well by using the same formula that was used for rectangular 

notches by simply replacing the notch area by the equivalent rectangular crack area (allowing 

for change in crack area with pressure). Such a procedure works both at room temperature 

and at 2820 C if the appropriate densities of water are used.  

In contrast, initial leakage occurred at a pressure significantly less than that predicted by 

the equivalent rectangular crack approach if, instead of ramping, the pressure is held constant 

over a period of time. The experimental evidence of time-dependent initiation and increase of 

leak rate under constant pressure at both 282°C and at room temperature highlights the fact 

that a criterion for predicting time-dependent ligament rupture is currently lacking.  

6.3 Electrosleeved Tubes under Simulated Severe Accident Loading 

Two flow stress-based models have been developed for predicting failure of Electrosleeved 

tubes under expected severe accident transients. Both models account for the loss of flow 

stress of the Electrosleeve with aging and predict comparable failure temperatures for both 

axial and circumferential cracks during a postulated station blackout (SBO) transient. The 

predicted flow stresses after accounting for aging agree reasonably well with those of Ni 200 at 

high temperatures. The Hall-Petch model, which is the more mechanistic of the two 

approaches, was adopted for calculating the failure temperatures of Electrosleeved Alloy 600 

tubes with axial and circumferential throughwall cracks subjected to an SBO (Case 6RU) 
severe accident transient.  

Finite-element analyses were conducted to validate the mp factor used in the model for 

calculating average ligament stress in single-layer shells with part-through axial cracks. The 

same model showed that the mp factor for the Electrosleeve ligament in a 100% throughwall 

axial crack is reduced when the flow stress of the Electrosleeve is reduced compared to that of 

the parent tube. The reduction is greater for shorter cracks. To determine the effective mp 

factor, the following flow stress and crack length-dependent correction factor (Fig. 40) was 

applied to the mp factor calculated with the ANL correlation (Eqs. 4a-b).
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mp(eff.) = mp(FEA) x (46b) 
mp(FEAFSR =1) m1) ANL).  

Failure under any prescribed temperature T and hoop stress a1h history is predicted when the 

following equations are satisfied 

mp(eff.)ah = H(t) (45a-b) 

where 

Hi(t) n/2 for t<t 

H~t +2Bftexp( _ dt] Hi (t) for t >t tn,,(4 

Hi(T) is given in Fig. 55, Q in Fig. 42, and the nucleation time tn is obtained from 

ctn exp ~ -Q'dt =1. (52) 

Eleven high-temperature tests simulating an SBO (Case 6RU) pressure and temperature 

ramp have been conducted on notched Electrosleeved tubes supplied by FTI. The test results 

indicate a leveling-off of failure temperature with notch length beyond 51 to 76 mm (2 to 3 in.), 

which is consistent with the FEA results. The flow stress data supplied by FTI, together with 

the ANL test results, were used to derive an unaged flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve from 

room temperature to high temperatures. The unaged flow stress curve was used in the model 

for predicting failure. All of the test data fall within the upper and lower bounds calculated on 

the basis of limiting geometrical parameters observed in the specimens. Also, high

temperature test data on notched unsleeved, as well as on notched Electrosleeved, tubes 

reported by FTI can be predicted reasonably well by the flow stress model.  

A sensitivity analysis showed that the predicted failure temperatures are increased 

significantly if the depth of the crack in the parent tube is <90% throughwall. The temperature 

will also increase if the thickness of the Electrosleeve is increased. FEA calculations and ANL 

tests suggest that the adverse-crack-length effect should level off at 51 to 76 mm (2 to 3 in.).  

The model predicts a continuing reduction of failure temperature with increasing crack length.  

However, the additional reduction in predicted failure temperature from a crack length of 76 to 

152 mm (3 to 6 in.) is only 5°C.  

The proposed model with the unaged flow stress curve of the Electrosleeve reported here 

is valid for temperature ramps that are not significantly different from the ramp rate 

(12.5°C/min) used in the ANL tests because creep effects are neglected in the model. The rate 

effect that is predicted by the model is due to grain growth only. Predicted failure 

temperatures at ramp rates significantly different from 12.5°C/min will be accurate if grain 

growth effects predominate over creep effects.  

The ligament rupture criterion based on flow stress of the ligament used in the present 

report was developed from analyses and tests on part-throughwall cracks in single-layer 

shells. The application of the flow stress criterion to a composite structure by using the flow
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stress of the weaker Electrosleeve without any credit given to the stronger parent tube may be 
conservative, particularly for a highly ductile material such as the Electrosleeve. However, all 
of the ANL and FTI tests that did not include constant-temperature holds are consistent with 
the flow stress failure criterion. If prediction of failure under an arbitrarily varying 
temperature history is of interest, a creep-rupture-based model coupled with a grain growth 
model may be needed.
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Table 1. Effective lengths of tubes for several circumferential crack locations and edge 

conditions 

Edge conditions and crack location Effective length 

Cap CL/4 Clamped Clamped Le L 

Clamped Clamped 

S.S. L, = L/3 
ISS Clamped
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x 
C) 0) 

0)

Material Flaw Length Flaw Test Failure Pres. During Leak Rate 

Spec. No. Condition (in./mm) Depth Temp. Pressure Leak Rate Meas. (gpm/[L/min]) 
(%) (0C) (ksi/MPa) (ksi/MPa) 

T4E As-Received 1.5/38 80 20 2.5/17.2a 1.75/12.2 388/1474 

T7E As-Received 1.5/38 80 20 2 .4/ 1 6 .5 a 384/1459 

T14E As-Received 1.0/25 100 20 2.0/13.8 80/303 
20 2 .3/ 1 5 .9 a 1.85/12.8 290/1102 

T2E As-Received 0.5/13 100 20 1.5/10.3 2.9/11.0 
20 2.0/13.8 5.9/22,4 

20 2.8/19.3 7.7/29.3 

TEl As-Received 0.5/13 100 282 2.0/13.8 6.4/24.3 

T13E As-received 0.35/9 91 20 2.8/19.3 0 
282 2.8/19.3 0 

T3E Heat-Treated 1.5/38 80 20 2 .0 / 1 3 .8 a 1.5/10.3 424/1611 

TE2 Heat-Treated 0.5/13 100 20 2.0/13.8 13/49.4 

T24 As-Received 2 x 0.25/6.0 100 20 2,1/14.5 3.9/14.8 
Lig.=0.01/0.25 20 2.5/17.2 4/9/18.6 

T25 As-Rcceived 2 x 0.25/6.0 100 282 2.1/14.5 4.5/17.1 
Lig.=0.01/0.25 282 2.25/15.5 2.5/17.2 8.5/32.3 

282 b 2,6/18.0 9.4/35.7 

OM 118 As-Received 0.25/6 60 20 6.9/47.6a 

OM 116 As-Received 0.25/6 80 20 5 .5 / 3 7 .9b 6.4/44.1 11.9/45.2 

OM 138 As-Received 0.25/6 90 20 4.35/30.0 6.26/43.2 11.8/45.0 

OM120 As-Received 0.5/13 80 20 3 .9 / 2 6 .9b 

OM121c As-Received 0.5/13 80 20 4.2/29.01 

OM 107 As-Received 0.75/19 80 20 3 .1/ 2 1 .4b 

OM 123c As-Received 0.75/19 80 20 3.18/21.9a 

aunstable burst pressure bLigament failure pressure CTested with bladder 

Table 2. Summary of notched (EDM) specimens tested in Pressure and Leak Rate Facility and High-Pressure Test Facility (last 7 tests)

C"



Initial Leakage Conditions Constant Pressure Hold Conditions Final Test Conditions 

Test Initial OD Test 
no. Flaw Temp. Pressure Flow Rate Flow Rate Flow Rate 

Length (OC) (ksi/MPa) (gpm/[L/min]) Pressure (gpm/[L/min]) Pressure (gpm/ 

(in/mm) (ksi/MPa) Initial Final (ksi/MPa) IL/min]) 

177 0.48/12.2 RT 2.45/16.9 No leakage 2.45/16.9 0.01/ 0.26 2.8/19.3 0.44/1.7 
0.04a 

195 0.54/13.7 RT 2.13/14.7 No leakage 2.13/14.7 <0.01/ <0.01/ 2.25/15.5 8 .6/ 3 2 .7 b 

0.04 0.04 

104 0.41/10.4 282 2.35/16.2 5.6/21.3 2.35/16.2 5.6/ 5.6/ 2.5/17.2 6.2/23.6 
21.3 21.3 

219 0.55/14.0 282 1.93/13.3 1.0/3.8 2.35/16.2 3.7/ 10.3/ 2.35/16.2 10.3/39.1 
14.1 39.1 

2-10 (W) 0.49/12.4 RT 2.5/17.2 No leakage 2.5/17.2 0.01/ 0.018/ 2.5/17.2 0.018/ 
0.0 4 c 0 .0 6 8 c 0.068 

2-10 (W)d 0.49/12.4 282 2.7/18.6 0.03/0.12 2.7/18.6 0.03/ 0.19/ 2.7/18.6 0.19/0.72 
0.12 0.72 

a Leakage started after W00 min hold.  

b Flow rate increased abruptly 

c Leakage started after 3 h hold and increased gradually for additional 24 h hold 

d Same specimen tested at 282°C

Table 3. Summary of tests on specimens with ODSCC tested in Pressure and Leak Rate Test Facility

01 01

0 
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n 
0 
a

Test pressure Predicted leak 
Estimated final Corrected leak adjusted for rate at 

Final test Meaured throughwall rate at test flow stress adjusted 

pressure leak rate crack length pressure MPa (ksi) pressure 
Test No. MPa (ksi) L/min (gpm) mm (in.) L/min (gpm) L/min (gpm) 

17 7 a,l) 19.3 (2.8) 1.67 (0.44) 5.61 (0.22) 0.70 (0.18) 23.2 (3.4) 1.2 (0.31) 

19 5 a 15.5(2.25) 32.7(8.6) 12.1 (0.48) 7.9(2.1) 18.6(2.7) 15.7(4.1) 

104b 17.2(2.5) 23.6(6.2) 9.7(0.38) 5.5(1.4) 20.7(3.0) 11.1 (2.9) 

219b,c 16.2 (2.35) 39.1 (10.3) 11.1 (0.44) 8.5 (2.3) 19.4 (2.8) 17.5 (4.6) 

aThis test was conducted at 20'C.  

1bThis test showed evidence of time-dependent ligament rupture.  
cThis test was conducted at 282°C.  

Table 4. Summary of estimated leak rates, corrected for flow stress, of ANL tests on heat-treated Alloy 600 steam generator tubes with 

laboratory-grown SCC cracks.



Electrosleeved Alloy 600 tube
Electrosleeved Alloy 600 tube 

100%TW crack length 

13mm(0.5in.) 25mm(lin.) 51mm (2 in.)

Unsleeved Alloy 600 tube 

50% 

50% TW uniform Undegraded 

51 mm (2 in.) thinning

Observed 
failure temp. 7310C 691"C 61 1C 7270C 7240C 82 mina 

Predicted 
failure temp. 7660 C 7280 C 6820C 7380C 7260C 164 minb 

i'his test was held at 7640C until it failed after 82 min.  
bpredicted by creep rupture model of Ref. 4.  

"Table 5. Observed and initial predictions offailure temperatures for FTI severe-accident tests on unsleeved and Electrosleeved tubes.  

0 
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0 
C) 

C) 
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Notch Tube wall Electrosleeve Failure 
length Notch depth thickness thickness temperature 

Test No. mm (in.) mm (in.) mm (in.) mm (in.) (0C) 

BTF-21 13 (0.5) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.04 (0.0410) 807 

BTF- 13 13(0.5) 1.25 (0.0492) 1.30 (0.051) 1.02 (0.0400) 806 

BTF-4 25 (1.0) 1.22 (0.0482) 1.30 (0.051) 0.99 (0.0390) 722 

BTF-10 25 (1.0) 1.27 (0.0500) 1.32 (0.0520) 0.97 (0.0380) 724 

BTF-14 25 (1.0) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.27 (0.0500) 0.99 (0.0390) 714 

BTF-19 51 (2.0) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.30 (0.051) 1.02 (0.0400) 680 

BTF-22 51 (2.0) 1.26 (0.0495) 1.27 (0.0500) 0.97 (0.0380) 653 

BTF-20 51 (2.0) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.30 (0.051) 0.94 (0.0370) 653 

BTF- 18 76(3.0) 1.28 (0.0503) 1.28 (0.0505) 1.00 (0.0395) 643 

BTF-17 76 (3.0) 1.25 (0.0493) 1.30 (0.051) 0.89 (0.0350) 630 

BTF-5a 76(3.0) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.12 (0.0440) 673 

BTF-231  13 (0.5) 1.24 (0.0490) 1.27 (0.0500) 0.89 (0.0350) 731 

BTF-25' 25 (1.0) 1.30 (0.051) 1.30 (0.051) 0.91 (0.036) 691 

R.5.21 51(2.0) 1.30 (0.051) 1.27 (0.0500) 0.91 (0.036) 611 

aOne tip of notch in this specimen was =0,1 In. from end of Electrosleeve.  

i>These tests were conducted by 171.  

Table 6 Summary of simulated severe accident tests conducted at ANL and FTI on notched Electrosleeved tubes



Ramp rate Flow stress model Creep rupture model 

(oC/min) (OC) (°C) 

1 681 683 

5 681 728 

5 to 6700 C, then 2 681 707 

4.2 to 545°C, then 12.5 681 756

Table 7. Predicted failure temperatures by flow stress model and creep rupture model for unsleeved tube with 3 ApNO crack subjected to 

various temperature transients and constant internal pressure of 2.35 ksi (16.2 MPa)
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Table 8. Summary of simulated severe accident tests conducted at ANL and FTI on part-throughwall notched Electrosleeved tube

Predicted 

Tube wall Electrosleeve Crack Crack Test failure failure 

thickness Thickness length depth temp. temp.  

Test No. mm (in.) rnm (in.) mm (in.) mm (in.) ( 0C) (°C) 

BTF-3a 1.27 0.99 (0.039) 44.7 1.04 689 692 

(0.050) (1. 7 6 )b (0 .0 4 1 )b 

BTF- 7 a 1.32 0.97 (0.038) 51 (2 )b 1.09 699 678 

(0.052) (0.043)b 

BTF-16 1.32 0.97 (0.038) 51 (2) 1.14 675 678 

(0.052) (0.045) 

aThese tests were conducted by FTI, 

bEquivalent crack length and depth of trapezoidal flaws.
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Fig. 1. Predicted crack opening areas by FEA (finite deformation) vs. those predicted by the 

Zahoor model of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) long throughwall axial crack for yield stress 

values of 179 MPa (26 ksi), 234 MPa (34 ksi) and 296 MPa (43 ksi)
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SGL-177 as measured by Eddy Current

(b) a candidate equivalent rectangular crack corresponding to depth do = 50%.
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Fig. 3. Ligament rupture pressures corresponding to three candidate equivalent rectangular 
cracks, 11 mm by 60%, 9 mm by 70%, and 7 mm by 75%. Equivalent rectangular crack 
for SGL-177 is 9 mm by 70% because it corresponds to lowest ligament rupture 
pressure (30 MPa).
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Fig. 4. Geometry, loading, and idealized deformation of tube with single throughwall 
circumferential crack 
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Fig. 5. Calculated (by FEA) displaced (solid line) and original (dashed line) shape of laterally 
supported tube (L/R=26) with single 240' throughwall circumferential crack at 
clamped edge.

G 
Fig. 6. Stress distribution through section at collapse of tube with single throughwall 

circumferential crack
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Fig. 8. (a) Determination of axial yield strength Sufor bending analysis using Tresca criterion 

and (b) predicted variation of pressure to cause initial yielding of the tube away from 

the crack plane with crack angle as a function of ratio between yield to flow stress
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Fig. 9. Nonnalized uniaxial stress-strain curve (symbols used in FEA) and power-law fit.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of model prediction and elastic-plastic FEA results (a,/v I = 0.5) for (a) crack 

section rotation and (b) support reaction force of tube simply supported at one end and 
clamped at the other (as in Fig. 4) at various normalized pressures.  
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Axial

Fig. 11. Radial loading path used in FEA is replaced in model by nonradial path consisting of 
Loading to final pressure (at 2 to 1 stress ratio) followed by applying axial bending 
stress at constant hoop stress.

Fig. 12. Nonlinear stress distribution through section away from crack section after yield for 
power-law hardening material.
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Fig. 13. (a) Model-calculated normalized rotation vs. applied bending moment for configuration 

of Fig. 4 and a polynomial fit to results, and (b) variation of crack section rotation with 
normalized pressure as calculated by FEA (oy / a = 0.5) and those calculated by model 

that allows for plastic yielding away from crack plane.
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Fig. 14. Variation of failure pressure, normalized by unflawed burst pressure, of tube with 
crack angle of single throughwall circumferential crack (a) with plasticity confined to 
crack plane and (b) allowing for plastic yielding away from crack plane.
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Fig. 15. Calculated variation of applied tearing modulus with pressure, normalized by 

unfiawed burst pressure, for single 180', 240', and 300' throughwall circumferential 

cracks in a tube, using power-law hardening stress-strain curve.
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Fig. 16. Normalized crack opening area vs. pressure plots calculated by Paris/Tada model 

(dashed line) and by current model (solid lines)for L/R = 0 (fully constrained), 60, 120, 

and infinitely (free-bending) long simply-supported-clamped tube with 240' crack at 

clamped edge.
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Fig. 17. Stress distributions through section at failure of tubes with (a) two symmetrically 
located part-through circumferential cracks and (b) single part-through circumferential 
crack.
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Fig. 18. Variations of experimental failure bending moments with crack angle and those 
predicted by (a) Kurihara model and (b) ANL model for unsymmetrical part-through 
circumferentially cracked 165.2-ram-diameter (11 -mm wall thickness) pipe specimens 
subjected to four-point bend test with constant internal pressure of 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) 
at room temperature. Dashed lines denote predicted failure bending moments for 
throughwall cracks; open symbols denote tests that failed by leakage, and filled 
symbols denote those that failed by breaking into two pieces.
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Fig. 19. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves for as-received and heat treated Alloy 600 at room 
temperature and (b) estimated reduction of flow properties with temperature.
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Fig. 20. Predicted vs. observed ligament rupture pressures for notched (a) as-received and 
(b) heat-treated tubes tested at 20'C. Arrows indicate no failure. Square, circles, 
diamond, and triangles indicate specimens with 60%, 80%, 90%, and 100% 
throughwall notches, respectively. Open symbols denote ligament rupture, and filled 
symbols denote unstable burst.
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Fig. 21. Predicted vs. observed ligament rupture pressures for notched as-received tubes tested 
at 282°C. Arrow indicates no failure. Diamond and triangle indicate specimens with 
90% and 100% throughwall notches, respectively. Open symbol denotes ligament 
rupture, and filled symbol denotes unstable burst.
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Fig. 22. Comparison of calculated (solid line) vs. experimentally measured (symbols) leak rates 
at 20Clfor as-received and heat-treated 22-mm (7/8 in.)-diameter tubes with (a) 25.4 
mm (1 in.) and (b) 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) throughwall axial EDM notches. Cross symbols (x) 
in Fig. 22a denote calculated leak rates using posttest measured crack opening areas.
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Fig. 23. Calculated (solid line) vs. experimentally measured (symbol) leak rates in as-received 
22-mm (7/8 in.)-diameter tubes with (a) 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) flaw at 20'C and 

(b) 12.7 mm (0.5 ir.)flaw at 282°C.
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Fig. 24. Correction factors for obtaining leak rates in as-received Alloy 600 tubes with single 

throughwall axial cracks from heat-treated tube data at (a) 20°C and (b) 282°C.  
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Fig. 25. Correction factors for obtaining leak rates in as-received Alloy 600 tubes 
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Fig. 26. (a) Estimated crack depth profile from Eddy Current +Point data for specimen SGL-195 

tested at 20'C and (b) calculated ligament failure pressure of 16.5 MPa for equivalent 
rectangular crack length of 12.3 mm.
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Fig. 27. (a) Estimated crack depth profile from Eddy Current +Point data for specimen SGL-104 
tested at 2820 C and (b) calculated ligament failure pressure of 18 MPa at an 

equivalent rectangular crack lengths of 10 mm.
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Fig. 28. (a) Estimated crack depth profile from Eddy Current +Point data for specimen SGL-219 
tested at 2820 C and (b) calculated ligament failure pressure of 20 MPa at equivalent 
rectangular crack lengths of 10.5 mrm.
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Fig. 30. Calculated ligament rupture pressure for two equivalent rectangular cracks in 
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Fig. 31. Effective throughwall crack length estimated from leak rate data for test SGL- 177.
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Fig. 32. (a) Postlest and (b) pretest dye-penetrant-enhanced views of crack in test specimen 
SGL- 177. Marker in (a) indicates effective throughwall crack length (5.6 ram) estimated 

(Fig. 31) from measured leak rate.
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Fig. 33. (a) Predicted leak rate vs. pressure plot for test SGL-195: symbol represents measured 

leak rate at maximum test pressure after abrupt increase of leak rate.  
(b) Posttest view of OD crack of specimen SGL-195: marker indicates equivalent 
rectangular crack length (12.3 mm).
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Fig. 34. (a) Predicted leak rate vs. pressure plot.for test SGL-104: symbol represents measured 
leak rate at maximum test pressure after abrupt increase of leak rate.  

(b) Posttest view of OD crack of specimen SGL-104: marker indicates equivalent 
rectangular crack length (10 mm).
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Fig. 35. (a) E~ffective throughwall crack lengths estimated from leak rate data for test SGL- 219 

and (b) posttest view of OD crack of specimen SGL219. Marker indicates final effective 

throughwall crack length (11 mm) calculated from measured leak rate.
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Fig. 36. (a) Calculated leak rate in Westinghouse tube 2-10 vs. crack length at 17.2 and 18.6 

MPa at room Lemperature and at 18.6 MPa at 282TC. (b) Posttest view of OD crack of 

Westinghouse specimen 2-10. Marker indicates effective throughwall crack length (4.8 

ram) calculated from measured leak rate.
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Fig. 37. Reference geometry for Electrosleeved steam generator tube with axial crack.
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Fig. 38. Variation of mrp'factor with pressure for (a) 76-mm (3 in.)-long and (b) 13-am (0.5 irL)

long cracks for various values offlow stress ratios between tube and Electrosleeve.
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and Electrosleeve of 1, 2, and 3. Tube wall thickness was assumed equal to 1.27 mm 
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Fig. 41. Variations of normalized Vickers Hardness Number (VHN) of Electrosleeve material 
with time under isothermal aging at various temperatures.
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Fig. 42. Variation of activation energy for reciprocal of time to onset of rapid reduction offlow 

stress (or grain growth) with temperature.
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Fig. 43. Flow stress (without aging) vs. temperature plot for Electrosleeve material and Alloy 
600. Electrosleeve data (square symbol) at 760'C were estimated from tensile data on 
single specimen preaged and tested at 7600C, using n = 0.33. This flow stress curve 
of Electrosleeve was subsequently modifled on the basis of ANL tests.
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Fig. 44. Flow stress data on Electrosleeve material preaged for various times at high 

temperatures. All tensile tests were conducted at 343°C, except for test on specimen 
preaged at 760'C, which was conducted at 760'C.
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Fig. 45. Flow stress ("unaged") parameter vs. temperature plot for Electrosleeve material. Data 
(open square symbol) at 760'C were estimated from tensile data (fPlled square symbol) 
on specimen aged and tested at 760'C, using a Hall-Petch exponent (a) n = 0.33 and 
(b) n = 0.40.
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Fig. 46. Flow stress ("unaged") vs. temperature plot for Electrosleeve material and Alloy 600.  
Electrosleeve data (square symbol) at 760'C were estimated from tensile data on 
single specimen preaged and tested at 760°C, using n = 0.4.
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Fig. 47. Variation of calculated "nucleation" times to onset of rapid loss offlow stress (or grain 
growth) under isothermal aging with aging temperature for Hall-Petch exponents of n = 

0.33 and n = 0.40, using a temperature-dependent activation energy given by step 

function in Fig. 42. Also shown are nucleation times for rapid loss of flow stress 
derived from FF1 data shown in Fig. 41.
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Fig. 48. Comparison of calculated variations of normalized Vickers Hardness Number (VHN) of 

Electrosleeve, using Hall-Petch model with n = 0.33 and n = 0.4. with experimentally 

measured variations under isothermal aging at various temperatures.
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Fig. 49. Time temperature history for tests reported in Ref. 5 (dashed line represents a 
simplifted version) and simplified scoping ramp (solid line). Internal pressure = 16.2 
MPa (2.35 ksi).
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Fig. 50. Calculated variations of flow stress of Electrosleeve material with temperature, using 
Hall-Petch exponent (a) n = 0.33 and (b) n = 0.40, for scoping ramp (Fig. 49) and 
constant ramp rate of 1 0C/min.
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Fig. 51. Predicted ligament failure temperatures by Hall-Petch model for Electrosleeved tubes 

with throughwall axial cracks under scoping ramp (Fig. 49) and constant-temperature 

ramp rates of 1 and 50 C/min and constant internal pressure of 16.2 MPa (2.35 ksi), 

using (a) n = 0.33 and (b) n = 0.4.
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Fig. 52 Predicted ligament failure temperatures by Hall-Petch model for Electrosleeved tubes 

with throughwall 360' circumferential crack under various temperature ramps with 

constant internal pressure of 16.2 MPa (2.35 ksi).
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ig. 53. Temperature ramps used in FTI tests on Electrosleeved specimens (a) BTF-23, (b) BTF
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Fig. 54. Calculated variation and ANL test simulation of (a) temperature and (b) pressure 

differential during SBO (Case 6RU) severe accident transient.
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Fig. 55. Original unaged flow stress curve (dashed line) of Electrosleeve estimated from FTI 

tensile data before ANL tests were conducted and revised unaged flow stress curve 
(solid line) of Electrosleeve calculated using the ANL tests.
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Fig. 56. Variation of ANL test failure temperatures (symbols) and predicted upper and lower 
bounds to the failure temperatures with notch length.
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Fig. 58. Stress-strain curves used for (a) Electrosleeve (Case 6RU ramp) and (b) Alloy 600.
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Fig. 59. Calculated variations of average ligament stress, average ligament plastic strain, yield 
stress and flow stress of Electrosleeve with temperature under Case 6RU loading on 
tube with (a) 13-mm (0.5 in.), (b) 25-mm (1 in.), and (c) 51 mm (2 in.)-long 100% 
throughwall cracks.
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Fig. 61. Comparison of experimental ligament failure temperatures (open symbols from Ref. 4) 
with predicted values (solid lines using flow stress model)for unsleeved Alloy 600 tube 
with part-throughwall axial notches under EPRI ramp. Also shown are FTI data UdlIed 
circle) for unsleeved tube with 51 mm (2 irn)/50% TW notch and Electrosleeved tubes 
(filled squares) with throughwall cracks in parent tubes.
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Fig. 62. Comparison of FTI test failure temperatures of Electrosleeved tubes with those 

adjusted by using flow stress model so that all specimens have identical geometry, 

except for notch length, and are subjected to same temperature ramp as BTF-25 

(Fig. 53b).
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Fig. 63. Calculated variations of ligament-averaged stress, plastic strain, yield stress, and flow 

stress with temperature under Case 6RU loading of tube with a (a) 13 mm (0.5 in.), 

(b) 25-mm (1 in.), and (c) 51 -mm (2 in.)-long 8001o part-throughwall cracks.
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Fig. 64. Calculated variations of ligament-averaged plastic strain with temperature under Case 

6RU loading of tube with a (a) 13-mm (0.5 in.), (b) 25-mm (1 in.), and (c) 51-mm (2 irn)

long, 80, 90, and 100% deep part-throughwall cracks.
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Fig. 65. Predicted iigament failure temperatures for 80, 90, and 100% throughwall cracks due 
to Case 6RU loading; symbol represents failure temperature of test (BTF-16) conducted 
at ANL on specimen with 90%16 part-throughwaU, 51 -mm (2 inr)-long EDM notch.
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Fig. 66. Calculated variations of average plastic strain in Alloy 600 tube ligament with 

temperature under Case 6RU loading of tube with a (a) 13-mm (0.5 in.), (b) 25-mm (1 

in.), and (c) 51-mm (2 in.)-long, 80 and 90%16 deep part-throughwall cracks. Also shown 

are average ligament plastic strains for 100% throughwall cracks.
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Fig. 67. Calculated variation of mp for Alloy 600 tube ligament with temperature under Case 
6RU loading of tube with (a) 13-mm (0.5 in.), (b) 25-mm (1 in.), and (c) 51-umm (2 in.)
long 80 and 90% deep part-throughwall cracks. Also shown are mn (ANL) values for 
unsleeved tubes with 80 and 90% deep part-throughwall cracks.
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Fig. 68. Predicted ligament failure temperatures by simplified model for 80, 90, and 100% 

throughwall cracks due to Case 6RU loading.
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FIg. 69. Part-throughwall crack depth profiles reported by FI1 for specimen (a) BTF-7 and 
(b) BTF-3. Also shown are equivalent crack lengths and depths.
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Fig. 70. Temperature ramps used in FTI tests on Electrosleeved specimens with part
throughwall notches (a) BTF-3 and (b) BTF-7.
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Fig. 71. Effect of Electrosleeve thickness on predicted ligament failure temperature of tube with 

throughwaLl axial cracks.
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Fig. 72. Effect of crack length on predicted ligament failure temperature of reference 

Electrosleeved tube with throughwall axial cracks in parent tube during Case 6RU 

SBO severe accident ramp.
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Fig. 73. Effect of shape of variation of activation energy with temperature on calculated loss of 
flow stress for P°C min ramp. Nucleation time tn has little effect on flow stress at 
temperatures of interest.
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Fig. 74. Variations of average hoop stress, average effective stress, and average hoop plastic 
strain in ligament with pressure as calculated from FEA results for homogeneous tube 
of wall thickness 2.24 mm (0.088 in.) containing a 76-mm (3 in.)-long, 1.27-mm (0.050 
in.)-deep part-throughwall axial crack. Also shown is variation of nominal hoop stress 
in unflawed tube with pressure.
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Fig. 75. Variations of average hoop stress, average effective stress, and average hoop plastic 

strain in ligament with pressure as calculated from FEA results for bi-layer tube 

(simulating Electrosleeved tube at high temperature) with 0.9-mm (0.038 in.)-thick 

inner layer and 1.27-mm (0.050 in.)-thick outer layer containing 76-rmm (3 in.)-long 

100% throughwall axial crack. Flow stress ratio between outer and inner layer = 2.  

Also shown is variation of nominal hoop stress in unflawed tube with pressure.  
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Fig. 76. Comparison of calculated flow stresses (including aging) of Electrosleeve (solid line) 

with flow stress data (open symbols) of Ni 200 (Huntington) and Ni-201 (ASTM). Also 

shown are flow stress of unaged electrosleeve (short dashed line) and two FF1 flow 

stress data (flled circle) on 30-min aged specimens.
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